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Fires Leave 27 Homeless In Walker Homes
Six Homes Destroyed,
Dwellers Need Help

First Mission Fatal
To Local Paratrooper

occupied
one
Some twenty-seven persons ground
was
elatives of a 29-year-old partment of Defense confirmPeyton
Bell
left
Annie
were
last
Mrs.
by
homeless
paratrooper, killed in Vietnam ed that the soldier was dead.
Saturday
when and her sick mother, Mrs.
a f te moon
after being there for less than It did not inform the family
a fire started in a one small- Laura Thompson.
a month, were preparing for of the circumstances that led
framed
house on Travis Rd.,
As the other houses were
the funeral of the victim on to Pfc. Battles' death.
near Pebbles Rd., in a com- burning. M r s . Pool and
Saturday, but they were still
Mr. Battles surmised that
munity just West of the Wal- a neighbor worked violently
waiting for information as to his
brother must have been
ker Homes, Community, then with two garden hoses to
how he met his death there.
destroyed three other homes keep her home from bursting
killed on his first mission in
Clyde Battles. brother of Vietnam. He
before it was brought under into flames.
does not know
Pfc. Alfred Cecil Battles, Old
control.
whether he was in a helicopter
She said that the paint
the Tri-State Defender that a or
an airplane when he met
According to Mrs. Clara was blistered, and the pine
telegram arrived on Saturday, his
death less than a month
Pool of 3049 Travis, she knot in the boards of the
Dec. 30, informing the fami- in
that country. Only one letter
looked
out of her window house next to Mr. Thomas's
ly that the soldier's body would had
been received from him
shortly afternoon to see smoke was melted into resin, her
be arriving in Memphis either since he
arrived there, and
pouring out of a house occu- roof ruined, and plastic chairs
Sunday or Monday. It was the that
pied by George Thomas. She on her porch melted, but
one told his mother that
first written communication the country
ran out and gave him a that was the extent of the
would
he
the family had received about "a
warning, and
he
managed damage.
beautiful place to live," exthe tragedy.
Mrs. Pool and her husband
to get out just before the
cept for the war.
Mr. Battles, a graduate stuare
homeowners she said,
roof caved in.
Pfc. Battles was home for
and the damage to the house
dent at the New England Con- Thanksgiving Day
and reMr. Thomas, who is about is covered by insurance.
servatory of Music in Boston, turned to Fort
82 managed to save a trunk There is no fire protection
Campbell, Ky.,
Mass., was home for the in time to be airlifted early
and a couple of quilts. None for that community, and a
Christmas holidays and visit- in 'December to Vietnam with
of the other victims were as volunteer fire
department in
fortunate. They lost every- the nearby community said it
a large unit of the 101st Airthing.
borne Division.
was notified after the fire had
As the Thomas house burn- been burning for an hour. It
The soldier attended Melrose
ed, the flames raced to one saved the house north of the
High school, enlisted in the
occupied by Mn. and Mrs. one which burned.
U.S. Navy during his junior
James Clay and their large "If the winds had been blow.
year, and finished high .ichool
family; then it enveloped the ing," Mrs. Pool said, "the whole
in service. He completed an,
house in which Mr. and Mrs. block would have burned down."
enlistment in the Navy and
Charlie
Bynum
lived
with
The victims of the fire
lived in Oakland, Calif., for a
their children. By the time have moved into homes with
brief period with an uncle,
the Bynums got out of the other relatives. All of them
Calvin Edwards, before joining ;
• 44101.1e
house, it was too late to save need clothing and household
•
-•
the Army last April.
•
,,,- r*!* • •
-•'•/0
a car parked in their yard. furniture, and -should contact
A relative said he was in- 27 LEFT HOMELESS
A destroyed. The lack of fire. in a traffic mishap while en ;personal belonging
as thelThe last house burned to the the Red Cross for assistance.
terested in electronics and,pre.New Year fire raged in fighting equipment was blames route, according to Sheriff threat of the fire spreading
wanted to study courses in the the Walker Homes area on;for the vast destruction. The Bill Morris pictured above at prevailed. (PHOTO BY CON- '
field that the Army offered.
Travis rd. south of Peoples.; volunteer fire station was un. left center. Residents in the TINENTAL)
Pfc. Battles had attended Six homes were reportedly idermanned and was involved near vicinity evacuated their
leadership school since joining
the Army.
When the body arrives, VicPFC. ALFRED BATTLES tory Funeral Home will have,
charge of arrangements. Be•
leaving Memphis, the solfore
lag his mother. Mrs. Fannie
Battles 6f 2346 Saratoga, when dier was a member of the Beuen officer came to the home lah Baptist church.
are two
survi''ors
Other
on Thursday, Dec. 21, and told
Funeral services for John ward Massey. pastor of Oakthem that the son and brother sisters. Miss Amanda L. BatL. Hill, 69, principal of Arl- land CME church.
•
•
•
•
had gone down with an air- ties and Mrs. Shirley Jean Colington Elementary school un- Lee Cunningham, blind tencraft in Vietnam and was lins of the Saratoga ave. adtil he retired on account of or, sang "His Eye Is On
dress; a brother, Fred Battles,
missing.
illness in 1963, were held The Sparrow," Acknowledge.
last Thursday at the Park- meats were read by Fines
"The officer came back the Jr., of Fort Meade, Fla.; a
way G a rdens Presbyterian Field, principal of Capleville
day after Christmas and told niece, Lisa Renee Collins; a
acts alternately with amaze- known abuses seems to fortify mean a conclusion of the cur- church in Memphis.
School.
us that he was dead," Mr. grandmother, Mrs. Mattie Ed- .
rent federal grand jury inves- Mr. Hill died on Christmas Mr. Hill is survived by his
wards of 2691 Select; and an! ( EDITOR'S
Battles said.
UPI ment and disdain when asked Powell's feeling,
N 0 TE:
and He was disinclined to em- tigation of his affairs. One Day in Collins Chapel hospi- wife, Mrs. Esther Hill; seven
It was not until Saturday aunt and uncle, Mr. and Mrs.'; Congressional
Ar• about claims, printed
r e porter
was becoming brace the reporter's sugges- panel, working through the tal.
that a telegram from the De- Frank Battles of Chicago.
daughters, Mrs. Desma Jones
'mold Sawislak covered Adam spoken that he
de- tion that his troubles were due summer, returned no charges A native of Senatobia, Miss., and Mrs. Gladys Webb, of
Clayton Powell's Washington senile, that he had been
friends, that he to an American trait of cutting against him, but another was he attended Mississippi In- St. Louis, Mo.; Mrs. Mary K.
!activitie m for six years be serted by his
dustrial
c o llege
at
Holly Hamilton, Los Angeles, Calif.;
Democrat was "climbing the walls," that down a public man who gets created to go over the ground
the Harlem
'fore
Springs, Miss., and later grad- Mrs. Daisy Prudholm, Compno
expressed
again.
he
and
big,
his
too
fishing
cover
not
could
he
House.
was excluded from the
from
Lane
College ton, Calif.; Mrs. Omega Colhad become a regret over his own demeanor Aside from that, Powell ap- uated
He visited Powell for two bets, that he
before or since the ouster. pears to be unconcerned about in Jackson, Tenn.
lins, Cleveland, Ohio; Mrs.
days just before Christmas drunk•
his marathon New York City Mr. Hill came to Arlington Esther Haywood, 1943 East
to find out wthat a year of "Well, I do have trouble Powell's public style is little
legal troubles, which bcigan as a teacher in 1934 and Person, Memphis, and Mrs.
virtual exile in the Bahamas sleeping . . .more than 10changed. Only last week he isalmost eight years ago as a was principal of the Arlington Angie Hawkins, 1863 Foster;
a
on
attack
slashing
said.
he
"But
hours
a
night,"
a
sued
once-powerthe
had done to
group of liberals who propos. slander suit and ended up as Elementary school when ill- and three sons, W. S. Hill,
ful Negro congressman and sometime, get 12 hours in.
a fistful of contempt citations ness forced him into retire- Los Angeles; Rennie L Hill,
what pants he had for the At the same time, Powell ed a formal arrangement for
and the basis for the success- ment. He had been active Compton, Calif.; and John
serve
to
office
under
them
of
most
but
Washington
Sawislak's
low-costIgrams,
a
provide
is
A plan to
future. Here
obviously still itches for the
movement a year ago to in the M. I. College Club L. Hill, Jr., Pasadena, Calif.
ful
discongressional
requiring
mortgages
report.
home ownership for low-income 35-year
roar of the crowd responding the Harlem
deny him the congressional of Memphis and served as Other survivors are Wren.
that
feeling
—apparently
trict
Memphians was announced last down payments of $200..
feelits president. He was also a nie
Hill, Senatobia, Miss.;
40111404•40=kaiell to his voice. He denies ill
plan seat he had held since 1945.
Thursday afternoon by Repre- Members of the HOME ading toward the men and the his silence about such a
Mason.
two
sisters,
chalMrs. Mary Cox
legal
own
his
for
As
recognitacit
be
sentative Dan Kuykendall (R.- visory board are Whittier A. By ARNOLD SAWTSLAK
circumstances that sent him might seem to
against.lenge of the House action ex- Active in his church, he of Senatobia and Mrs. Annie
action
manager
the
that
general
tion
organizational
Sengstacke,
l
an
Tenn.) during
into virtual exile on this scrubleluding him from membership was a steward of the Oak- Mae Jones of Como, Miss.;
Defender; BIMINI, The Bahamas — It by island in the gulf stream, him was legal.
Tri-State
meeting held in the board room of the
grandchildren and five.
during the 90th session of Con- land CME Church and a 21
some
in
of First National Bank of Mem- Frank Ahlgren. editor of the took about 10 minutes of back- but an edge of bitterness Though mellower
great-grandchildren.
gress. Powell remains hope- Sunday School teacher.
soand
protective
and
ways,
Francis
Appeal;
Commercial
work
bending, arm-wrenching
phis.
comes through.
really seem Officiating at the funeral Interment was in the Gray.
the
licitous of those who still ful. He does not
of
president
The houses will be con- Gassner,
federal was Rev. .T. A. McDaniel, el Springs cemetery in Senaget the six-foot wahoo into "I weep only for the repubto
the
that
expect
to
Powell
side,
structed by an organization to Memphis chapter of the Amen - the boat. When the thrashing lic," he rumbles in practiced remain at his
M i ss.
Barlow
and
force pastor of tho Bethel Presby- tobia.
to
attempt
will
courts
to tear into the
terian church. The eulogy Hayes Funeral Home was in
be known as Housing (Moor- can Institute of Architects; fish was clubbed into sub- platform tones. But when the seems ready
back,
him
take
to
House
the
society
American
was delivered by Rev. Ho- charge of arrangements.
Memphis Enterprises Warner Howe, president of the mission the fisherman stepped talk touches on some of his fabric of
tunity
ever be- but he has not given up hope
(HOME) and will be priced Engineers Club of Memphis; into the cabin, opened a beer former c o 1 leagues, Powell more fiercely than
at
would
that
decision
a
}for
1Mr. Kerwin, Mr. Kuykendall, and grinned at his visitor. makes clear the believes he fore. He wants to speak esfrom $9,000 to $12,500.
persons, least support his contention
young
to
pecially
the
of
president
e
Owens,
11
h
w
t
Don
s
n
will
homes
r
e
by
out
sold
the
was
for
an
Funds
"Now, how was that for
the ouster was uncoil- C
and says his bids for lectures that
come from the life insurance Memphis and Shelby County old
man?" Adam Clayton friends.
stitutional.
schools
the
from
coming
Powell remained convinced are
companies who have millions Bar Association; Jerrold A. Powell asked.
appears I
"would you believe it,' In the meantime, he
of dollars to invest in housing Moore, director of the Mem- It would have been an im- that racial prejudice was a —
ready, if not eager or willing.
kids."
college
white
the
from
Planhis
phis and Shelby County
of this class.
pressive display of physical principal motivation for
on Bimini, his
Powell makes no secret of to sit it out
Charles
C o mmission;
•
Assisting Rep. Kuykendall in ning
fitness and mental alertness ouster, rather than the stated
paradise."
"shaggy
to
back
his eagerness to get
recogniis
phrase
the announcement was Council- Schneider, editor of the Mem- for any man in his 60th year. reason that he mishandled
Powell's
and the United States and onto a
p a y roll
that Bimim
man-elect Lewis Donelson, who phis Press-Scimitar; and Wal- In Powell's case, it debunk- Congressional
speaking platform. He displays i tion of the fact
that
the
of
fact
director
The
Simmons,
funds.
ter
travel
to
is
reaim
in
foundation's
the prose
match
quite
said the
ed a trickle of stories
can't
invitations
-Conn., a sheaf of speaking
supply new or rehabilitated Memphis Housing Authority. cent months that he was sick Sen. Thomas J. Dodd, D
and pictures of the cruise ship Funeral services for Elihu A. lass community;
hit
to
primed
is
he
says
and
Mrs. Bebe
to
censured without
was only
single family homes and town Among those nominated
in body, mind and spirit,
and airline advertisements.
the lecture circuit as soon as
white Teague, a veteran Latin teach- Fingal, on
behalf of the
the
have
does
houses to persons whose in. the 15-member board of direct- Powell is acutely aware of loss of status for mishandling
It
safe
contributions, and his lawyers believe it is
comes place them a scale ors are Rev. C. M. Lee, pastor the stories that have circulated campaign
sand, waving palms and smil- l er at Manassas High School Manassas High school faculty;
showed no in- for him to return.
Church;
House
Baptist
the
Rest
that
of
Pilgrim
way
of
pubhis
in
living
and
natives that city cliftuntil he retired in 1960, were Elder Blair T. Hunt, on behalf
about him
ing
above those now
to
seems
"safe"
other For Powell,
pursue
commis- life in the last year. He re- clination
to
dwellers associate with the is- held on Wednesday night, Dec. of the Retired Teachers' as.
lic housing and those eligible Mrs. R. Q. Venson,
sioner of the Memphis Houslands of the warm seas. But
for rent supplements.
27,at the chapel of T. H. sociation, and S. T. Nero, a
It also has, for all to see,
Rep. Kuykendall said he ing Authority; A.. Maceo WalLife
;dire poverty and sand flies 1 Hayes and Sons Funeral home lifelong friend.
liked the idea of constructing ker, president of Universal
Luke J.
that will drive the ordinarylwith Rev. A. L. McCargo of- The eulogy was delivered
town houses because it allows Insurance company;
control spe'rational human being out officiating.
by Rev. McCargo, pastor of
for the maximum use of small Weathers, traffic
cialist with the Federal Avishis mind in less than an hour.! He died in Methodist hospital Salem-Gilfield
plots of land.
Baptist church;
Powell denies in response on Saturday,Dec.
James Kerwin, local FHA tion Administration, and Atty.
by Rev. R. W.
e
read
a
,
scripture
Muof
president
Willis,
to a direct question, that he
director, told the gathering A. W.
pastor
Norsworthy,
of Mt.
Loan
of 79'
is so broke he soon will have age
that FHA will insure all of the tual Federal Savings and
M . Teague. a native of Holly Moriah Baptist church; prayer
a
to
claim
Association.
his
prorelinquish
to
montages under several
council, the three Court Clerk.
Springs, Miss., had been teach-1 offered by Rev. Ezekiel tied,
Three Negroes were among of the
•
to An address of welcome was,House seat and claim the sub- ing in the public schools of and music played by Omar
hurdles
clear
to
had
13 City Councilmen sworn get into office. After getting delivered by retired Federallstantial congressional pension Memphis for 47 years before Robinson, music teacher of
he built up in 21 years of his retirement.
into office during New Year's enough votes in the general Judge Marion S. Boyd.
Douglass High school.
service.
the
Music
in
the
ceremony
one
with
in
After the
election to compete
Day ceremonies
p a I !bearers
At one time he served as Active
were
am
I
up.
giving
not
an
"I
Henry
Hall of the City Auditorium of the other top candidates Music
Hall, Mayor
principal of an elementary 0. T. Peeples, E. A. German,
run
will
I
And
as Memphis made the his- in the general election, they Loeb posed for pictures with not quitting.
school at Eads, Tema. He was W. P. Guy, L. B. Hobson.
for re-election in 1968."
tonic switch from a Mayor- had to campaign in a run-off
graduated from Rust college 0. L. Mexico and John Johnadministrators.
five
favorable
his
a
of
short
But
type
Commission
of election which followed.
City
at Holly Springs when it was son.
dealt with. government to a Mayor-City A suit charging that attorney The five include one Ne- court decision on the ouster, known as Rust University.
be
must
He is survived by his wife,
"Crime
Jr.,I
Young,
M.
Whitney
form.
Patterson failed to meet the gro, Odell Horton, who will Powell is not likely te‘ seek He was a member of the Mrs Bennie Wymns Teague
crime in Council
of
Director
comReof
the
during
post
State
be
to
the
reinstatement
are
requirements
executive director of the Na- But the victims of
hold
three
residential
The
office ing second session of the 90th Mt. Moriah Baptist church in of the Brookins address, and
District City
H o spitals, an
candidate from
tional Urban League, called the ghetto are most often presentative J. 0. Patterson, a
the Orange Mound community, two daughters, Mrs. Joy Bell,
upon the federal government other Negroes. The Miami po- Jr., who is also an attorney; 7 has been filed by Charlie created by the new admini- Congress.
but in later years he had a teacher at Carver High
few
past
the
to
For
steps
corntake
banstration.
insurance
resolution
an
pastor
Morris,
F.
exclusion
Netters,
to
FBI
The
L.
and the
lice have been Indifferent to Rev. J.
attending churches in the school; and Mrs. Bennie Kelly,
been
an
been
has
Horton
Patteryears
city
whom
ished him for the entire twoprotect *Negroes in the
both the widespread crime in of the Mt. Vernon Baptist pany official,
where a teacher at LeMoyne and
community
S. Attor- year period, and he calls his Douglass
U.
the
the
in
in
run-off
defeated
assistant
minister
son
week
only
last
the
Fla.,
Church,
Miami.
victims,
of
which Negroes are
Owen colleges.
he lived at 1450 Brookins.
Office.
ney's
and
election.
council;
city
after
were
the
victory
there
election
special
police
on
after he said
and the big time gangland killthe
at
Interment was on Thursday
Giving
expressions
of
oath
Nearly
the
Administering
house
1,000 Persons were the 18th New York district
given "license to kill Negroes." ings which Itave bodies bob- Fred L. Davis, a court
funeral were Mrs. Lena Mae morning in New Park cemethe ceremony in
for
Council
hand
new
on
the
to
office
employee.
on
issued
statement
In a
See Page 12
Carnes on behalf of the Doug- tery.
Like most of the members was Robert Gray, County City Auditorium.
flee Page 2
Dec. 27, Mr. Young said:

oweii Still, 'Cool, Calm
ter Long Extie On Bimini

John Hill, Arlington
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Part-Negro Donates Heart In Latest Transpl ant Try
By

NEIL J. SMITH
Barnard told newsmen short- of 13 children, was of mixed te•m
. took only five hours tol transplant operation .it had brain hemmor
hage, realized
CAPE TOWN, South Africa ly after the operation that Dr. white and African parentage. perform the operation Tuesday,i been necessa
ry to start the there was little hope he could
Phillip Blaiberg, the patient,
—(UPI) —Dr. Christian Bar- Was conscious
The transplant was the first two hours less than the historic'donated heart with a electric survive and that he was a
and in -very
first successful transplant early
nard Tuesday performed his good condition "
between different races, the
shock. In that operation Bar- potential heart donor.
second performed by Barnard lest month,
second successful heart transnard and his team implanted
He was transferred to Groote
The heart ‘A as taken from and the third in history.
plant, replacing the diseased
"It was a beautiful vera- the heart of a young woman
A
organ of a 58-year-old retired the body of Clive Haupt, 24, hearttransplant operation in tion," one of the senior mem- who died in a highway acci- Schuur late Monday. By 9:30
white dentist with the healthy who died Tuesday after suffer- New York to save a baby bers of Barnard's team said. dent in South African grocer p.m. members of Barnard's
failed last month six hours "These boys are good."
one from a young part-Negro
Louis Washkansky on Dee. 13. 30-man team of surgeons and
ing a stroke at a beach resort
after surgery
man who died of a stroke.
Washkansky. 53. lived 18 days specialists had begun their
on New Year's day. Haupt, tiaC
which
The doctor said the operation ! until he died of pneumonia. examinations,
lasted
Barnard and his medi,a1
until well past midnight. His
went far smoother than the
Barnard said this time when breathing assisted mechanical
first.
the heart-lung machine — which ly. Haupt clung to life through"There were no complica- kept Blaiberg's blood circulat- out the night while other memtions," he said. "There was a ing and aerated during the bers of the surgical
team
distinct impression that this operation—was switched off for began preparing Blaiberg for
has now become routine."
the first time "the new heart the operation.
The doctor said the fact the took up circulation immediate- Haupt died shortly after 10:30
new heart started beating by ly."
a.m. Tuesday and preparations
itself without being shocked
for
the transplant began after
Blaiberg had been forced
into operation was not unknown
to give up his practice after permission had been obtaine
in open heart history.
d
suffering a severe attack of
from
his
mother,
Muriel.
I "My own impression was coronary thrombosis
lint No- Haupt's wife,
a bride of three
that this is a very keen vember. He
was adh!ited to months,
had collapsed from
heart," he added.
Groote Schuur's ultra-iiiodern
shock and grief when informed
Barnard, who just retprned cardiac unit some days before of his death.
Washka
nsky's
death.
from the United States .vhere
Tests
had
already
been
he met President Johnson and
Daddy, you may not be aware of the fact, but you
Barnard told him bluntly that carried out on
the blood and
‘vas up since dawn after a few his days were
numbered and tissues of both Haupt and
have just made shoplifting history.
hours sleep, talked with news- asked whether he
would 'Hider- Blaiberg. A hospital spokesman
men a little more than two go a transplant operati
on. said they matched "not perhours
after
Grote Schuur
hospital announced the trans- "I'd like to have a try," fectly, but satisfactorily" and
plant had been a success. Blaiberg replica. "I'm feeling better than the blood and . I DENVER —(UPI) — No one EXETER. England
— (UPI)
sues of Washkansky and his.
lousy."
had any difficulty in figuring
donor.
— Lynn White has won a
The youthful looking doctor
out what Leonard Banks, 23.
The dentist also said the The
gave few details of the operaoperation began shortly and Nancy Takata, 18, wanted major battle with her boss.
color of the donor meant DO- at 11:30
a.m., in the same
PART-NEGRO HEART DONOR
tion itself. But he said the thing to him. Haupt
can wear her skirts four
was con- theater and with the same when they walked into the, city She
Clive Haupt, left, 24-y-ear-old mixed
donor's
I
clerk's office Thursday.
heart
began
beating
inches above her knees. This
sidered "colored" under South team
blood
tian Barnard performed his second
which performed history's Banks was wearing a 40-pound
successful
South African who donated his heart
of its own accord' once it Africa's rigid racial
to the
laws.
heart transplant in Cape Town,
first heart transplant.
had been implanted and that
South Africa,
ball and chain, attached to his really quite a triumph because
latest heart transplant recipient, is shown
in
in an attempt to save the life
Blaiberg was now conscious
The drama of the operation Official silence on the opera- ankle earlier by co-workers at Lynn, 22, is a detective with
of.white, rean earlier photo with his wife,
Dorothy,
tired dentist, Dr. Philip Blaiber
was
maintained
until the Public Service Co.
g, 58. (UPI and in "very good condition." began Monday—the same day tion
the Exeter police force.
after their wedding in Sept., 1967.
Dr. ChrisTelephoto)
Barnard returned from his hospital superintendent J. BurIn history's first heart trip to the United States
—on a ger issued a terse bulletin
picked up recently to keep him!
sweltering beach at the z•esort even while Blaiberg was still
busy while he is temporarily
town of Fish Hoek. Haupt had on the operating table.
denied the sights and sounds
gone there with his family The operation, he said, had
and friends for a swim and a been a success "and the donor
of New York and Washington
Continued From Page
game of beach football.
He has been an avid fisherheart is functioning well."
seat was declared vacant last man for 38 years. and anyone
Rose Snyders, Haupt's sister"Far the style Botomiop
spring "frosting on the cake." who watches him as the masyou. You should be combs.
in-law, said he and a friend
ter
of
-Ad
am's
Fancy"
to us."
If Powell is in financial
has to
lay down to relax after the"
believe
that this activity 1,
straits, it daes not show on
game.
the surface. He retains a no mere time-filler.
MR. WARREN with his
The
prepara
tion of tackle. JACKSON. Miss. —(UPI) — lenge
Biminian captain and mate
y were lazy
g
efficien
t staff of expert
to
do
the
best
I
can
to
bait
and
and riggins are checked Educator Robert G.
for his 31-foot power boat,
had no idea anything
Clark represent the people of my
BARBE
God BEAUTIRS
l might
Owen College cagers. now
"Adam's Fancy." and dis- to the last detail. The "cap- shattered another "whites only' , county—all
the people of my 1 ..A f be ,wrong," she said.
CIANS
says,
"For Om
tain."
a
Biminia
n, is told tradition in Mississippi Tuesday county."
plays well-stocked larders of
few minutes later Tony 2-2 in Southern Intercollegiate
very ultimate in hair CON
food and drink, two TN' sets where to hunt for fish' and when he became the first Ne-'
(the friend) cried out that Clive Conference competition, invade
After his election, Clark was foamin
come In & see us."
gro in the 20th century to he
and a wall of books in h i s how to cruise.
g and
bleeding Little Rock, Ark., Jan. 11 for
small but comfortable beach eAt the firt jiggle of one of seated in the State House of said being the only Negro from the mouth."
another SIC contest with Shortmight hamperhis effective-1
tn four rods. Powell is work- Representatives.
er Junior College.
•
ness. but added it would not
Friends rushed Haupt to the
He says the boat pays for ing the line furiously hoping
Clark was scheduled to take keep him
little
local
hospital
hook
from
which
a
introducing
First home game of the new
curious fish. At
itself through charters to visit- ,
FOR INFORMATION OR APPOINTMENT COME IN OR CALL
I transferred him to the biggerlyear will thrown Owen against
one point. superstitiously, he the oath of office with 121, bills,
Mg fishermen, and "friends .'one
white
member
s
of
a
state
legis: "I plan to really be myself, Victoria Hospital at Wynberg. Mobile State, Jan. 13, in the
help with other living ex- retires to the bunk under the lature that
was so restricted to express myself," said Claric Doctors there diagnosed a LeMoyne College
pense
bow,
announc
s
ing t
.
gym
that his
h
of- e
in
past that Negroes were who holds a
masters degree l
Nor does life on Bimini re-len brings the fish to the dure.: not even allowed
in
the galler-1 in educational administrative
quire living in the grand,lure.
.
1
•
ies.
Iservices from Michigan State
style. Posvell's island uniform Sure enough. inside fiveClark, a 38-year-old coach , University. "I feel I'm a part
Is shorts, polo
shirt and minutes, one of the rods
and teacher at a Negro junior of the
present
Mississippi.
sneakers, all
spotless
and bends down and the line ones college
---- ,
at Lexington, won a society. and I don't feel there
new looking.
out with a nasty buzzing
' narrow margin last
Novem- is anything I want to do which
- It is not surprising that on sound. Powell comes out like her
b over incumbent Rep. J. p. 1 is to the extent that I'll be
a
professi
onal
football
Bimini, where the 2.000 year
line-'Love for the seat
from Holmes , afraid to do it for fear of
round residents greet each backer after a crippled quar- County. a predomi
- ', criticism,"
nantly Neterback. seizing the rod with
other like
returned
world
' gro county in the Mississippi I Love had filed a challen
one
hand.
ge
the
fighting
chair
travelers at every meeting,
against Clark's seating earlier
on the rear deck with the Delta.
that Powell gets attention.
Clark, well' aware of the on grounds he had not techniIn a brief stroll down the other. and shouting orders, a
spotlight that will be on him , cally qualifie
d as an indepenA
to
the
captain
all the while.
south island's single paved
the state's first Negro'dent candidate for the Novemstreet, Powell shook hands and Seated in the chair, he bends—
s
Aegislator since the post-civill ber general elections, but the
exchanged
banter with do- and pulls and cranks until the war era, said he regards
his challenge was withdrawn last
tiring
fish
is
brought to boat
zens of men and
women.
side and the mate takes over Aection as "a personal chal-1 weekend.
1
black
and
white.
Several
I
times Biminians pulled the N‘ith the gaff.
visitor aside and said in their Sipping on his beer afterward. Powell answers his own'
lilting accent:
"He is one good man. How question about "How was that
come you treat him- up there for an old man"
"That," he suggests with
like that?"
Powell's daily rounds in some self-satisfaction, "would
broken the backs of
elude a visit to the End of
the World Bar, a ramshackle about 300 members of conTHE FINEST SHOES
Ure'
one-room
w o o den
building
with half a dozen bar stools
THAT CAN BE MADE
and a couple of tables. There.
he presides over the World',
Young
noisiest Domino game
with
whatever fishing captains or
crewmen are on the beach.
Continued From Page 1
Though no money changes
hands, the players worry over bing up in Miami harbor every,
their hands as if were a high- other week.
stake poker game, and howls "Now, because three whitel
of derision and joy accompany, persons were killed last week,1
the slamming of the tiles on the police have declared war'
tit table. Powell intervenes on Negroes in Miami.
when the table talk seems "The National Urban League
ready to give way to vio- protests this license to kill
lence.
Negroes which has been handed,
But dominoes is not what the Miami police. It includes
keeps Powell from going to no safeguards to protect inseed under the Bimini sun. nocent people and is in direct'
Deep sea fishing does. And , violation of the constitutional
UNIS.
the way he does it obviously rights of Negro citizens.
Is
answers at least in part the "The Urban League calls on
need for a daily challenge to the federal government and
See Leo king
his mind and body.
the FBI to take steps to assure
Fos Your
"It's a virus," he says "And that the rights of Negro citiStacy Adam• Shoes
Ilse only thing that eill cure it zens are respected, and to prevent police action which will
Is fishing."
Powell points out that fish- turn the ghetto into an armed'
hg is not something that he camp."
— -

Groom In Chains

Powell

Robert G. Clark Seated
In Mississippi House

•

Police and Miniskirts

Hornets To Face
Shorter Jan. 11
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Post Office Announces
Exam For Mail Handlers

Linda Walton
Writes Article
In 'Seventeen'

The Post Office Establish- pounces an
open competitive
ment Board of U.S. Civil Servexaminati
on
for the position
ice, Memphis Tennessee, anof mailhandler at the Memphis post office.

Memphis
Sailor
Wins Prize

A Memphis teenager, Miss
Linda Walton, 18, of 2071 Corry
st., tells her dieting story in
the January 1968 edition of
"Seventeen M a gazine."

The rate of pay for this
position is $2.59 per hour.
No formal education or special training is required, but
the position is restricted to
persons entitled to veteran
preference as long as such
persons are available.

SDN Paul A. Nelson, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Edison
Nelson, Sr. of 1479 Rayner, recently received the All Navy
Championship
award.
Paul
along with AMHAN Paul Delaney, AMS2 Cliff Bailey and
AMH3 Stan Parker formed
a
singing group and entered
the
13 district navy contest.
Each
Navy district has a
contest
from which the most
talented
act is taken.
The Variations as they
called
themselves won their
district
championship and went on
the national Navy contest. to
song they sang was Old The
Man
River.

Apj:Ilicants who qualify in the
Civil Service examination will
have their names placed on a
register in the order of their
scores for future consideration
without regard to race, creed,
color, sex or national origin.

Miss Walton is one of 10
girls spotlighted in a special
beauty feature titled, "We
Lost 409 pounds."

Although she never considered herself fat, she once considered herself overweight. Then
she substituted meat and vegetables for the more caloric
Contact the postmaster for
foods that had taken her weight
information and applications. LAKEWOOD. Colo. —(UPI)-- up to 135
All
i n terested
applicants Mrs. Marylen O'Brien went to
should file their application a neighbor's home to complain She tells the teenage audiwith the Post Office Civil when a dog bit her 7-year-old ence: "You don't change your
eating habits counting calorie..:
Service Establishment Board, son.
Room 306, Main Pott, Office, By the time the owner an- you keep eating the things that
Memphis, Tennessee, before the swered the doorbell she had made you fat."
deadline which is January 15, twice as much to complain By eating
sensibly, she has
1968.
about. The dog bit her, too. brought her weight down to
LINDA WALTON

Dog Bites Back

Paul attended Hamilton.
His
brother Samuel Nelson is
a
member of the Mad Lads
singing group.
INVESTMENT CLUB —
Members of the Professional
Women's
Investment
dub are seen here during'
a meeting held before the
Christmas season. Seated

from left are Mrs. Roberts S. Lewis, Mrs. Frank
A. Williams, Mrs. Frederick A. Rivers, Mrs. CafBartholomew, Mrs.
frey
Bennie M. Batts, and Mrs.

Booker T. Hodges. Standing from left are Mrs.
Isaac A. Watson, Mrs.
Leroy
W. Bruce, Mrs.
Harry T. Cash, Mrs. Her-

man A. Gilliam and Mrs.
Floyd M. Campbell. Not
on picture is Mrs. Lawrence A. Westley.
(Withers Photo)

R. R. Wright
Senior AME
Bishop Buried

*ow

The store that caresmobout you!

Husbands Are Feted By Investment Club

Services
were
held
for
Bishop R. R. Wright, Jr. age
80. who died on Dec. 12, in
Philadelphia. He was a Senior
Bishop of the African Methodist
The home of Mr. and Mrs. Mrs. Harry T. Cash, Mrs. with the organization is its versal Life Insurance
corn- Episcopal Church.
Herman A. Gilliam, Sr., of Herman
A. Gilliam, Mrs. advisor, H. A. Gilliam, Sr.,'pany.
Bishop Wright was one of the
1283 S. Parkway East was the Booker T. Hodges, Mrs. Robert husband of one of the members After cocktails and a dinner
setting recently for a Christ- S.
Lewis, Mrs. Frederick and second vice president in of gourmet foods, gifts were first Negroes in the United
mas Party of the Professional A. Rivers, Mrs. Issac Watson, charge of personnel at Uni- presented to the husbands.
States to earn a Doctor of
Women's Investment club.
Mrs. Lawrence A. Westley and
Philosophy degree. He graduatThe Gilliams' home was Mrs. Frank A. Williams.
ed from Georgia State College
decorated in a festive and
The club was organized in
and studied for the ministry at
gala mood. The decorated front May 1967 and already has
door helped to capture the assets of more than $3,000.
the University of Chicago. He
mood of the holiday season. Its members include one prinearned his Ph. D. at the Univer(
A large gold bell was centered cipal, school teachers and
sity of Pennsylvania in 1911 and
on a green background, and housewives who wanted to
had also studied at the Unitiny bells streamed from green learn details about the stock
versities
of Berlin and Leipzig
and velvet ribbons.
LeMoyne College's "Interim classes supervised by faculty
market.
in Europe.
The foyer was decorated with It was thought that there Semester Program of Indepen- members.
holly and mistle toe as the would be more interest shown dent Study" was underway this Juniors have chosen topics He was the editor of the
members
brought
husbands in the subject if the members week and will continue through in their major fields and will AME's
church publication, the
be in constant contact with
there for their first Christmas were to invest their own most of January.
Christian
The
Record for more
program,
which
their
requires
advisors.
party since the club was l'orm- funds. After depositing their
special reading and research,
than 25 years. He served as
ed.
money, they invest it in a grew from a desire to extend Dr. Lionel A. Arnold, dean
president of Wilberforce UniMembers of the blub are fund that has been recom- to students a greater
measure of the college, "The said purMrs. Leroy W. Bruce, presi- mended to them, and which of responsibility for their aca- pose of the program
versity in Ohio from 1932 to
is to prodent; Mrs. Caffrey V. Bartholo- they have studied before mak- demic work and to encourage vide an educational experienc 1936.
e
mew, Mrs. Bennie M. Batts, ing a final decision.
widespread
participation
different
in substantially
from
Mrs. Floyd
M. Campbell, The only male connected indepelident study.
what is ordinarily encountered He was elected bishop in 1936
in
credit courses offered during and had served four years of
All students entering LeMoyne as freshmen will be re- the regular academic year." his life in Africa.
quired to participate sucessfully in three Interim Semester
periods in order to fulfill all
graduation requirements.
Seniors have the option of
taking or not taking the proThe beautiful and spacious Mrs. Ida
gram this year.
Martin, Mrs. Lettie
Freshmen and sophomores home of Rev. and Mrs. F. T. Porter, Mrs. Della Sanders,
e
have selected special topics to Sanders of 596 Lucy was the Mrs. Annie Blair, Mrs. Beulah
pursue during the month and setting recently for the annual Sanifer, Mrs. Essie Dancy,
fi
are being grouped in small Pm-Christmas party of the Mrs. Irene White, Mrs. Susie
Illinois Central Railroad Ladies Stephens,
Mrs. Loverta Rogers,
Social club.
Mrs. Georgia McNeal, Mrs.
The
members and
their Sadie Jennings and Mrs. Luella
guests enjoyed an inspiring McWillia ms.
program under the direction of
the program chairman, Mrs. Guest were Mrs. Annie TillIrene White, and Mrs. Luella man, Mrs. Mabel Benford,
The Memphis Public Li- Williams, the co-chairman.
Mrs. Jessie Banks, Mrs. Cleobrary presents the film "Viet- The invocation by Rev. Sand- tra
Brown,
Mrs. Francis
nam: Journal of a War" on ers was followed by expres- Lewis, Mrs. Beulah Mason,
SHOWTIME:
its
MONDAY sions on the Christmas -,tory Mrs. Bertha Evans, Mrs. M.
program.
by members and guests. A Thompson, Mrs. Melvin S.
An award-winning BBC-TV series of party games were Williams, and Rev. Sanders.
team spent six weeks in Viet- played and gifts exchanged The club's next meeting will
nam filming the people, sol- before a turkey dinner was be held at the Sanders' home
diers and war.
served.
on Friday. Jan. 19, and will
This sobering documentary Club members are Mrs. Irma include the election of officers.
will be shown at 8:00 p.m. in Varnado, president; Mrs. Leola
Mrs. Ida Martin is club
the auditorium of the Main Shelby, Mrs. Velma Williams, reporter.
Library on Monday, Jan. 8.

%AN
BACON 59c
ALLGOOD

Students At LeMoyne
Do Independent Study

COOL WEATHER
IS REALLY

KING
COTTON

IC Ladies Club Holds

Party At The Sanders

SLICED

SUPER RIGHT
Cn'.
C
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lb JO

FRANKS p`kbg-

C\

FRESH DELICIOUS

BUTTERMILK

APPLE PIE

BREAD

120z.
Loaf

Mr. James A. Clay died on filiated with the St. Stevens
December 27. at his residence, Baptist Church. Mr. Clay is
Mr. Clay had been a Free survived by his wife Mrs.
Lance Embalmer for 40 years Margarie Clay.
in Memphis. He graduated
Services will be held at
from Gulpton—Jones Embalm- St. Stevens Baptist Church,
ing School in Nashville, Tenn., Monday night, Jan. 1 at 8:00.
in 1924. He was a licensed Em- Interment will be at New Park
balmer, Funeral Director and a Cemetery.
member of the Executive Board
Honorary Pallbearers will be
of the State of Tenn. Embalmer members of the tluff City
Fuand Funeral Director Associa- neral Directors. The Mid-South
tion.
Funeral Home in Charge of
Religiously Mr. Clay was af- Arrangements.

Choir Robes, Pulpit, Academic Gowns
and Accessories

8 Per Pkg.
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11"
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Flier/ Your Order Now
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PAUL DUDLEY
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FAYETTEVILLE
Roberts, instructor of history,1
Fayetteville State College, has
been awarded a faculty fellowship 'from the University of
North Carolina-Chapel Hill in
the Faculty Institute in Educational Media and In-Service
Television Program.

As
of t

itt'a

Notification of Robert's se- I;
lection was received by Dr.
Rudolph Jones, president, Fayetteville State College.

fr

fArif

4

T

A native of Texarkana, Ark.,
Roberts received his bachelor
and master's degrees frdm the
University of Arkansas. He is
a member of Phi Alpha Theta
fraternity and active in the
Southern Historical Association.

Mrs. Susie Crawford. Not on photo is Mrs. John
USHERS ENTERTAINED — ing a 'delicious menu, gifts and
Members of the No. 2 Usher were exchanged. Seated from Standing, from left, are Jim Rockamore, the president, who
Board of Beulah Baptist church left are Mrs. Mary Tally, Mrs. Talley, Washington Niter, treas. was ill and could not attend
McChriston Photo)
were entertained at the home Pinkie Price, the hostess; Mrs. James Crawford, John Knox, party.
of Mr. and Mrs. Joe Price of night, Dec. 22, and after enjoy. Mrs. Freddie Isom, Aaron
2371 Zanone ave. on Friday Ada Mae Bland, secretary, Jeffrie and Mrs. Rosie Dean.
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Prior to joining the FSC
faculty this year, Robert was
a historian with the National
Park Service.

44

40Ir,

SELF DEVELOPMENT
Ti:RUE IDENTITY
3JELF-HEL14.
UN/TV

The institute is an effort to
upgrade instruction in the
liberal arts through the use of
media and television. Dates
of the institute are from June
10 to June 26, 1968. An orientation session is scheduled for
January 26,27, Chapel Hill.
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HHH, American Blacks
Meet At Liberian Fete

MONROVIA, Liberia — Chabartella, outside Monrovia.
(UPI) — Vice President Hu- "We wanted to come home,"
bert H. Humphrey Tuesday re- Ellis told newsmen after shaksaid this was precisely why she had consented to do the tele- viewed Liberian troops parad- ing the Vice President's hand.
cast: to remind people that relief recipients are produced ing in postinaugural celebra- American Negroes have freamong people of every race and religion.
tions for President William quently moved to the Africa.n
country, founded in 1822 by
haltingly.
very
English
speaks
panelist
Tubman and met with the ChiThe Puerto Rican
freed
American slaves.
But she packs power. She was filled with defiant pride when cago-born leader of a group
girls,
two
has
she
she declared that she is on welfare because
of American Negroes who re- Ellis said later the graup
calls itself "Negro Hebrews"
ten and twelve, to take care of. She could not pay a babysitter cently settled in Liberia.
because "all black people are
and has no nursery facilities in her neighborhood.
descendants of the tribes of
remainVice
President
The
lsdy
this
window,
her
from
She sees a lot of delinquency
Israel."
said. If it is up to her, her children won't become delinquents. ed in a reviewing stand while
"So, I'm not ashamed to say I am on welfare because I take the 72-year-old Tubman, start- He said 40 members of the
care of my two daughters," the Puerto Rican lady said.
ing his sixth term, and Presi- group had been invited to the
By JACKIE ROBINSON
Boigny celebrations by the Liberian
It was a revelation to listen and to learn such facts as dent Felix Houphouet
government. He said the same
of the Ivory Coast walked
authorities have previously ofNot .00 long ego we wrote about a David Susskind Sunday the one dollar a day per person food allowance. In a civilizaTo complicate the problem even among the 4,500 servicemen fered his group all the land
television show which featured a panel of welfare mothers from tion of thirty cent hot dogs.
turned against the welfare mother. One mem- who took part in the parade. they can use for their 3ettle-'
New York City. We reproduced the eloquent words of a more, society has
meat.
audiences
asked if these women with father-less kids
the
of
ber
young priest, Father William Duncan, who graphically deHumphrey witnessed the inanswer
legal.
The
were
it
if
abortion
to
submitted
have
would
least
at
are
There
scribed the plight of welfare recipients.
auguration Monday in the sec- Humphrey leaves for Ghana
was that regardless of what they might be or might have done,
Wednesday.
650,000 wel;are recipients on the rolls in New York City.
ond
leg of his nine-nation AfPredictions are that this figure will multiply so rapidly they didn't believe in murder.
rican tour. He invited Tubman, He spent Monday visiting
that there will be a danger of the city being bankrupted by the
Another character opined that any woman on welfare who who has been in power since suburban high schools and a,'
cost. Susskind expressed this concern. Father Ducan told the had more than two children and no accompanying father to
cultural center, attending an
audience that it is human beings who are being bankrupted, produce, be jailed. Ho was incredibly insulting and savage — 1943, to make his fourth visit inaugural dinner and in conto the United States next month versations with foreign innisrobbed of their dignity.
until he identified himself as a member of the Conservative
and the President accepted.
ter Tra Van Do of South VietAmeriof
It is no problem in terms of American Party. He toici the welfare mothers that the majority
nam.
publicity
of
they
plenty
got
hoped
him,
he
with
that
ee
agt
cans
Mrs.
and
The Vice President
wealth, the priest said. The total cost of welDuring the 80-minute t a 1 k
fare in the United States was quoted as less lbecause it would increase the gains the Conservatives made Humphrey danced into the
early hours Tuesday at an in- with the Foreign Minister, inthan one per cent of the Gross National Pro- in the November elections.
formed sources said, Hum-'
duct. Some day, no doubt, the Federal Gov- By this time, the mothers — the soul ones, especially — had augural ball attended by repphrey discussed Hanoi's reportbusidifficult
whole
the
ernment will take over
had it up to here. So they began getting down to cases about resentatives of 74 nations.
ed offer to enter into peace talks
ness of administerering this program all over the histlry of America and how it was built into a powerful
if the bombing of North VietLeaving the reviewing stand
the nation.
nam is halted.
economy on slave labor. There was the example given them
Tuesday, Humphrey greeted
Hundreds of thousands of Negro and Puerto for a psttezn of illegitimacy, the mothers said. And one of Clarence Ellis, 28, a former The two also discussed land
Rican people are on the weliare rolls in large these soul mothers grabbed a particular subject and worked Chicago machinist who recent- reform and other possible
ly led a group of 160 "Negro peace moves in South Vietcities. Mr. Stisskind s panel consisted of two with it like a dog worries a none.
IoltllSffi
in a settlement at nam, the sources said.
Negro women, 3 white woman and a Puerto
not
and
—
softly
-that
said
—
she
"Ju.,t. re.nember,"
when Hebrews"
the
beat
very
show
the
ignited
Rican welfare client. Susskind
Ole Massa nad the slave down there plowing the fields and
ginning by asking probing moral-type questions of one of the you know — digging them trenches for the feed to be put in —
Negro welfare mothers who, despite the fact 'hat she has never he was back at the house taking care of business with the
been marriea has had six children fathered by six different Islave's wife who was a maid in the Big House.
men.
"So wren you talk about illegitimacy." the embattled mother
This aroused a deal of resentment and some pretty good said, "dig into your own past, darling. Think back and find out
language was exchanged about the compatative morality of how many illegitimate children were fathered by your great.
acceptift welfare or turning to prostitution when one finds dif- great grandfather and his father's father."
ficulty in getting a job. Big time prostitutioe is waged in the
This didn't solve the problem, but it was refreshing to hear
midtown section of the city, not in Harlem, one of the panel
network
TV. (ANP Feature.)
on
world?
this
in
God
plays
members reminded the audience. Who
another panelist asked.
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JACKIE ROBINSON ON

That TV Welfare

Problem Program
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QUEEN FOR A NIGHT
— 31r. Kate Moore was
crowned "Queen foe a
Night" in a contest held
recently at the Lane Avenue Baptist Church, and
here she is seen with Theo- -- —

dore Wade, prominent disc
jockey, who was master
of ceremonies for the pro.
gram. Mrs. Anita Montgomery was sponsor of the
program, Rev. J. W. WitHams Is pastor of the church.
1.1
•[111,

BUY U.S. BONDS

HOGUE & KNOTT BREAD, BUNS, ROLLS
are your very best buy in Memphis!
....t
#

And she went on to say that women who are not poor often
take trips to Puerto Rico or Sweden tor an abortion. Murderers
of their own children, they are able to present an appearance
of great respectability. On the other hand, women who could
not or would not undergo abortions are malignied and their
innocent babies labelled illegitimates
This is one of the big problems generated by the welfare
system. It causes labelling. In a number of cities there is, a
large number of Negro mothers. This fact has caused many
smug, self-righteous, workaday Americans to blame the miserable state of affairs on Negroes. In many American minds, the
stereotype of the lazy individual, the shiftless and irresponsible
individuals is firmly lodged in their minds. The white mother
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New Program
To Aid More
Collegians

Misses His Jet
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Unfortunately Black
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elegance in action

ary s Negro Mayor
•
•
T
Fight Crime Vice

As

low-income • housing
Gary's mayor-elect, Richard!had a
G. Hatcher, Wednesday named ' program over the years and
a 25-year Negro. fire-fighting that 80 per • cent . of the
veteran to the top ' fire 0- buildings in the city do not.
partment post. 'while designat- presently meet code- standards.
ing a holdover from the preve., Ilet also explained that the
Mallory Knights Charitable I ous administration. as directors eptire structure 'of the city
Organization wishes to thank of 'the ' steel city's planning 1 government • imay be revamped. He • said his investigations
4
.
the Nurses Club 24 and its commission.'
President Mrs. Dorothy Taylor: Alphonso Holiday. Sr., 58. had -revealed that - duplications
the National Federation of Mo- was picked by Hatcher to head'in department functions had
tor Vehicle Employees and its the 400-man fire departmenti cost the .city 3, millions over
president Mr. Roscoe D. Tyler; At the same time the new the years. He declared that
his first job will be to better
Housewives
the
Community mayor named William Staley coordinate departmental
ma
director
as
planning.
city
of
Club, Mrs. C. V. F. Burrows,1
chinery.
President and the Casualette i Holiday has for 10 years In addition, he said a more
Social Club, Mrs. Marjorie been one of the Gary Fire fool-proof method of billing
- Department's .top
battalion
Briscoe President,
and accepting contract bids is,
Mr. Harry L. Strong Director chiefs. Staley, 38, was chosen
the making.
outgoing
by
mayor
Martin
A
in
of the Mallory Knights said
Hatcher also explained that
Katz
and
considered
is
an
through these clubs' financial
Federal Judge James Parsons
expert
in
planning.
city
moral support, many
and
,Iwill preside at his swearing
poverty stricken families and The rest of the Hatcher cabi- ceremonY, to be ,held 'at noon
net
appointments
' are expected New Year's day at the south
children have been made very
entrance of the Gary City
happy. We wish to thank all Thursday and Fridiy.
organization clubs, and indi- After announcing Wednes- Hall •
viduals who gave their support. day's appointments ,Hatcher On Monday nights the city's
May we also wish all of you a named three areas of concern first inaugural ball is slated
he will put at the top of his to 'be held in.,the Gary armory,
Happy New Year.
A spokesman for Hatcherl
The "Knights" along with mayoral program.
our President Rev. D. E. Her- The 34-year-old Gary Chief said the $25 a couple bids.
executive asserted that crime for the ball have been sold
ring Jr., hope to do a better
the
with
help of and law enforcement will get out and the overflow will
job this year
the "most extensive efforts celebrate the Hatcher election
the public.
possible" from his office. He at the Grand Ballroom of thel
We would also like to thank
said he is already mapping Hotel Gary.
the Tri-State Defender for the out plans to deal with organizfine service they gave.
ed and unorganized crime in
the city of 200,000.
He explained that more precise plans will be revealed
RELIEF!
BLESSER
UST
1111
Later,
Hatcher declared that housing will also be investigated
fully, with the intention of
SKIN
devising plans for better lowincome housing in the city.
He noted that Gary has not

Knights Bring
Cheer To Poor

TOP NEWSBOYS—Pictured
here are the top Tri-State
Defender newsboys for the
month of December,
James (left) sold 472 papers
in one week while Terry
sold 526 issues during the
AV///,'

week. Both walked away
with prizes. James and
Terry are sixth grade student at Leath Elementary
School. Photo By Coatinental)
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.• Entertainment In Vietnam
According to a dispatch from
r Washington correspondent,
the Vice President's office is taking some steps toward sending Negro entertainment t o Vietnam.
This initiative grows out of a long
standing view of this newspaper
that the boys fighting in the mud
and muck of that Far Eastern
swamp are due every consideration
possible. It also grows out of the
first hand views obtained by our
correspondent Miss Ethel Payne in
a report from Vietnam.
Of course, the lads get Bob
Hope's huge and excellent troupe
every Christmas. It also gets various and sundry performers at
other times, but Miss Payne reported that what the GI's really want
are some modern up-to-date performers who are loved and idolized
by the age group one finds in the
Vietnam foxholes. When the Negro
publishers met with Secretary McNamara and other Pentagon 'officials a few weeks ago this was one
ou

agenda. It was
pointed out at that time that the
boys wanted such names as Nancy
Wilson, James Brown and others
of similiar persuasion. Brown, who
has his own plane, volunteered to
fly his individual'troupe over. The
Defense Department,. we are told,
frowned upon such an arrangement, insisting that any acts must
of the items on the

be handled by the military.
We have no evidence that there
is any concerted effort to block
certain entertainers from the battle
area. We are aware that the ultra
conservative Defense Department
still operates, in many respects, in

a different age. With all McNamara's computorizing, such things as
Ella Fitzgerald and Lena Horne
just weren't programmed.
We would hope that some program can become activated and that

some meaningful entertainers are
sent abroad to bring a bit of cheer
to the boys serving there.

Prejudice .Plagues Us All
Perhaips one of the finest things
that has 'mime out of the businessmen's
conference in Washington two weeks
ago has been the enthusiasm generated
by its participants in the underlying
theme. Called by the Sengstacke newspapers the sessions drew some 150 of
the Nation's most sophisticated busi-

to fit his limited skills, but if they could
have heard Mr. Moses Profitt of Seaway
National bank, of $11 million in assests,
tell what it took to bring through a Negro builder for their new structure, the
facts would have been illuminating.
Yet arter a day and a half of formal
and informal discussions, the hard core
of the group moved to continue communication and programming. An interim ccmmittee was named with Mr.
George Harris, president of the National Insurance Co., as its chairman.
Its representation touches every geo-

ONLY IN AMERICA

ing about "megadeaths." There
is no reason, I suppose, that
a study group cannot subtract
moral values from a consideration of war. It does not seem
to me fruitful, but it is not
John Doe. Introductory materi- on that account absurd.
By HARRY GOLDEN
al has been provided by Leon"The Report from Iron Moun- ard C. Lewin, the cloak and But it isn't expedient. What
tain on the Possibility and De- dagger type who delivered the government ever formulates
sirability of Peace" is pur- report to the publishers.
policy and implements it withported to be a copy of a sup- The report is scary, all out first assuring its constitupressed report smuggled from right, not so much for its con- ency it has mustered all the
a Washington agency. The rea- clusions, but for its language morality there is to muster?
son the government suppressed which consists of intransitive
the report is that its conclu- verbs and passive sentences. No wonder they suppressed
sions were too gloomy and too But there is no question that the report from Iron Mountain.
radical.
some of the folks talk this If the Congress of the United
One of the agency members, way - i.e.:
I States went out of its way to
however, agonized over his
role in the matter and snitched "War is not, as is widely insert the phrase "one nation,
a carbon which he passed on assumed, an instrument of pol- under God, with liberty and
to a pal who brought it to icy utilized by nations to ex- justice for all" into the Pledge
Dial Press which issued it this tend or defend their expressed of Allegiance, can you imagine
month at $5. Iron Mountain is, political values or their ecohow Congress would carry on
the place where the agency nomic interests. On the conif
the government printing oftrary,
it
is
itself
the
principal
met to look as objectively as
possible at peace in our time. basis of organization on which fice published an amoral
! None of the members are all modern societies are struc- pamphlet...I can hear some of
!identified except the one who tureodu."
our Southern boys now: "Is
! finked who insists on his anony- You can hear them in the that what we're wasting the
mity and goes by the name of Pentagon war room now talktaxpayer's dollar on? To tell
the folks we're a bunch of
rats?"

Is Peace A Myth?

To Be
Equal
WHITNEY YOUNG, JR.

There is no question in my
mind the Report from Iron
Mountain is going to stir the
folks up a bit, particularly
since it has been pirated. Maybe there will even be an investigating committee to determine how many other suppressed reports lie yellowing
in secret government vaults.
Of course reading those reports will be about as entertaining as rehearing all the
popular songs from World War
II. In fact, it comes to mind
that playing those songs like
"I Threw a Kiss in the Ocean"
or "He Wear a Pair of Silver !
Wings" over and over again!
would really guarantee peace.

History will remember 1967 as the year of the most severe
riots in the nation s history. The riots which swept the country
nessmen from the Negro communities.
after Wolk' War I, and even in the last two or three summers
A whole portfolio of informational and
look like picnics beside Detroit and Newark.
The situation wasn't helped by press reports which were
statistical material was provided and
sensationalistic and neglected to fully explain the justified
for the first time, the Negro "power
anger at intolerable living conditions which was the root of the
structure" of this country sat dawn to
riots.
cope with the problems confronting graphical facet of this country as well
And it wasn't helped by inept police actions which provoked
black America.
!many riots, or 1 y the irresponsible "burn, baby, burn" crowd
as its interest.
We look forward to great things who cheered while rioters burned their own neighborhoods.
The Ishington meeting was imI
Many inisguk!ed people will look back on the 1967 riots as
portant bec use of the number of dis- from this business group which is for- lbeing an experession of militancy. But what kind of"militancy
cussions abut "middle class" Negroes malized under the Chicago_Daily De- is it when innocent people are killed in the streets or at their
windows?
Separating from "grass roots" Negroes fender's Round Table of Commerce. It
But too much has already been said about the negative
and the resulting schisms therefrom. is not designed to pre-empt any existfuncof the year. Despite the violence, the blacklash, and
the
'aspects
serve
cannot
.group.
It
ing
Washington
witnessed
the
Anyone who
:Jan. 1, 1804 — Haiti received
casualities, 1067 had some postive elements.
many
the
Business
Negro
National
the
tions
'of
racial
see
that
its independence from France.
readily
discussions could
Some of these were related to the riots. Perhaps for the Jan. 1, 1862 — African slave
Negro
Chamvarious
the
League
or
no
knows
discrimination and injustices
first time, white Americans became fully conscious of the trade was officially ended in
economic lines. Negroes of affluence bers of Commerce around the counhostility and anger in the ghetto. They could no longer bury the US.
feel keenly the short circuits imposed try; rather it is a informally knit um- their heads in newspapers while their commuter trains sped Jan. 1, 1863 — The Emancipapast the ghetto. Now they had to finally see what was really tion Proclamation freeing the
thereon. There has been much talk of brella group which is formalized only
happening.
service
be
of
can
it
slaves was issued by President
the more fortunate Negroes sitting to the extent that
the
truth.
and
it
was
Abraham Lincoln.
honest
but
it
was
pretty,
It
wasut
at
community
down with their ghetto brothers to hear to its members and the
That's much better than the old hypocrisy which poisoned
Jan. 2, 1647 — Nathaniel Batheir problems. It would seem that if large.
efforts at change. It's better to have the hate on both sides out
corn, Virginia planter, colonial
The scope of its potential is limitsome members of the ghettos had
in the open where it can be dealt with.
politician and soldier, born in
Another positive element was the realization by our top
heard the speakers presented, they less. Its future is predictable, principEngland.
threatened the future
could and would identify with their ally upon the enthusiasm registered in business leaders that the widespread riots
of our nation. and that they had to help eradicate theslums Jan. 2, 1822 — Monrovia,
enthusiasm
capital.
Such
Nation's
the
Brothers of affluence and the deprivaand poverty whier breed discontent.
capital of Liberia, West Afritions that plagued them both. That will further inspire men and women
The Urban Coalition was formed in mid-summer. It's a ca — oldest republic in Afrighetto • dweller might well be having whose ability and initiative is already broad grouping t civil rights, religious, civic, business and ca — was founded.
labor leaders. Many communities formed their own urban Jan. 2, 1831 — Abolitionist
trouble securing a living *age of a job proven.
coalitions, and this group will fight for needed legislation and newspaper, "The Liberator,"
will take steps to open up jobs and housing for minorities.
was first published in Boston.
Some of the measures taken by business leaders are very Jan. 3, 1793 — Lucretia Mott,
impressive, especially when measured against the indifference famous abolitionist, was born.
1880.
of the past. The auto companies went into Detroit's ghetto to She died in
hire people who might not otherwise have qualified 'for jobs. Jan. 3, 1834 — Alonzo J.
The latest to come out of
Other companies built plants in the ghetto. The insurance Ransier, Negro Congressman
"The House is the sole udge of its
industry pledged a billion dollars in investments in the ghetto. from South Carolina, was born.
Dixie seems to be the efforts on
membership." Love is contending
With Congress turning its back on social action, it has be- Jan. 4, 1789 — Benjamin Lundy
the part of the Mississippi legislathat Clark did not apply to the
come more necessary than ever for private interests to pull abolitionist and colonizationist,
was born.
ture to bar 87-year-old Robert
State Board of Election Commistheir weights. A sign of the times is surely the recent speech
sioners to have himself qualified as
Clark, the first Negro elected to
by Arjay Miller, President of the Ford Motor Co., in which he Jan. 4, 1935 — Floyd Patterson
called for a negative income tax whereby no family would fall heavyweight boxer, was born.
the legislature in 73 years, from
a candidate nor. did Clark file and
He was the first heavyweight
below the poverty line.
taking his seat.
ask for qualification in neighboring
was the election of Carl Stokes as to regain the crown, only to
sign
Anothehopeful
Clark, who holds a master's deYazoo County. Clark, who did qualilose it again.
mayor of Cleveland and Richard Hatcher as mayor of Gary.
fy with the Holmes County Board
gree from Michigan State UniverNegroes
been
Jan
4, 1950 — Emperor Haile
Never before have
elected to the top positions
sity was elected over Assemblyis contending that the district is.
of such major cities, and they did it with the help of votes from Selassie of Ethiopia warns
enlightened white citizens.
now composed of both of these.
man J. P. Love, a white MississipUnited Nations that his country
The lesson to be drawn from that is obvious. When Negroes will not recognize Italian truspian who brings all of the coloration
previous counties under the Sujoin with allies from the majority white population behind teeship over Italian Somaliland.
of Mississippi to his fight against
preme Court One Man Vote" rule.
sound men with positive programs, progress will take place. Jan. 5, 1943
— Dr. George
Clark.
There are a number of techniFew cities were as dividerrirCleveland and Gary, yet neither
Washington Carver, famous
Love, who Is spearheading the
calities being raised and the issue
cities
were
u divided as Cleveland and
had riots In both
scientist, died at Tuslegee
Gary, yet neither had riots. In both cities. Negroes saw a chance
campaign in reaching for a Missismight well move to national profor meaningful change, and enough whites were willing gto Institute, Ala. The date has
portions. Charles Event has comsippi law which is akin to the U.S.
since been established as Carwork with them for it.
statue under which Congress bar-.
mitted the NAACP in the state
Empty cries of "black power- gave ‘‘''y to incanindul ver Day by an Act of Congress.
red Adam Clayton Powell. The
to Clark, nronerly contending that
"people power". That's the way to bring about change It works, Jan. 6, 1048 — Edith De Voe,
Missile pi Constitution reads:
the move by Love is a racist one.
and innocent people don't get killed.
first Negro nurse officer to be
Taken all in all, 1967 wasn't a year to be happy about, but transferred to the regular
there were enough positives to make us hopeful about 1968.
Navy.

Mississippi Again

This Week
In Negro
History

WASHINGTON — Vice President Hubert H. Humphrey,
who has a habit of laying issues on the line, really did just
that when be addressed a symposium on the Committee of
Tomorrow at the State Department recently. HIM told the
300 delegates that the military was leading the way in
the area of race relations these days. He said that the Army
is completely integrated. He pointed out that the Department of Defense orders for open occupancy had opened up
hundreds of apartments to Negro rentals in Virginia and
Maryland around army installations as well as near installations around the nation. He made thh point that while civilians quibble about extending rights to all citizens the
military is doing it. 111111 could have added that Defense
Secretary McNamara, the real strong man, was responsible
for a strong and unequivocal policy, ... H. Rap Brown, Sc.
cording to UPI, advises Negroes to burn down Colombia
University. Wonder how long it will be before UPI will be
trying to get some "responsible" Negro to denounce Rap
on the basis of what UPI spread across the country . .
Sterling Tucker, the militant Urban League executive, joined other proud fathers in the District this week in presenting his teenage daughter, Michelle at the annual and colorful Girl Friends Cotillion this week.
JOB HUNTING? The White House is looking for a Negro to add to its staff at the Bureau of the Budget. The
search began last summer following a blast by Congressman Conyers. It continues and no one has been found yet
. . . . The Agriculture Department is searching for a Negro
statistic in its public information division to replace Herb
Mangrum, who left the Department months ago and has not
been replaced . . , Journalists of color wishing to work in
Washington may apply to George Holcomb, public information division, Department of Agriculture.... There are continued grumbles coming out of HEW where white Peter Libassi is the expert on the Negro with a Negro assistant,
whom critics say "thinks white." The roar is becoming so
loud that if John Gardner, the Secretary leaves as anticipated, the shop will be completely overhauled from top to
bottom . . . . The latest prediction among the political experts for the 1968 derby is LBJ all the way. The only GOP
hopeful who can possibly derail the LBJ express is New
York's Rocky, so the experts say . . . . When HHH took off
this week for a five country tour of Africa, he was accompanied by Justice Thurgood Marshall. Along with him was
his trusty aide, Ofield Dukes.
MEDDLIN' NOT PREACHING: The longest show in
town was the Pigskin Club's annual affair. Head of the Pigskinners is 81-year-old Lawrence Oxley, who serves as
president, toastmaster, and the whole organization. Unfortunately, Oxley, a real nice man, so dominates the organization that the group's annual banquet rambles on like an
old fashioned Elks meeting. Indiana's John Pont, Purdue's
Leroy Keyes were among the honored guests at the recent
affair. However, when the time came for the presentation of
the trophies to the two outstanding sports figures about half
of the guests had departed . . The staff of the Commission
on Civil Disorders got shook up when they received termination notices just before Christmas. There were all types
of wild reports issued: The President didn't like the interim
report; lbe commissioners couldn't agree etctera, etcetera,
The fact is that the financial squeeze necessitated the cut•
back and there was little for the staff to do since the reports
have been filed. Remaining on will be those with writing
skills who will be expected to put the final document together for the commissioners. Don't expect it to be a mild,
wishy-washy document. It's to be a sizzler.
WEST COAST RUMBLINGS: A biracial group of Negroes and Japanese went into court here last week to block
federal funds for a San Francisco Urban renewal project.
The contention is that it will splinter their neighborhood and
destroy its political and social action groups. The group
asked the U. S. District Court to enjoin HUD Secretary Bob
Weaver from any further approval and financing. The group,
the Western Addition Community Organization (WACO) is
composed of an association of 25 church, economic, political
and social organizations. Oddly the suit alleges that the proposed program "unlawfully destroys and suppresses" the
group under the First Amendment and to the due process
under the Fifth Amendment. In the act is the NAACP Legal
Defense group led by Jack Greenberg which is actually
challenging the right of the Federal Government to reshape
American cities "without regard to the benefits to the poor."
If it goes up to the Supreme Court, Greenberg and colleagues
would be facing their twiner boss and mentor, Thurgood
Marshall ... One of the best stories of the year was told by
LBJ to the small group of businessmen who visited him at
the White House in the Sengstacke business conference. It
was off-record and if you get one of the guys to break his
silence, it'll be worth it.
ON LABOR'S FRONT: Folks down Miami way attending the AFL-CIO meeting were surprised at Roy Wilkin's
hard hitting speech. The NAACP executive gave labor the
works for foot dragging on the integration issue, especially
the building trades. George Meany, who usually blows his
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Czar
ALEXANDIRM
REID 55,000,000
SLAVES AND SERFS OF
RUSSIA IN 1801C.L.AlmiD THAT tot HAD DONE
BETTER THAN LINCOLN BECAUSE HI HAD GIVEN HIS
FREEDMEN LAND WHILE
AMERICA MAD GIVEN THE
EX-SLAVES ONLY THE BALLOT
SOUTHERN SLAVIIII4OLDERG
NOT ONLY DIDN'T LIKE FR1PJE•
DOM FOR NEGROES BUT FOR
WHITE EUROPEANS,
IN 1858, WHEN THE CZAR
FREED THE 7,5001000
SLAVES AND NEAR-SLAVES
ON HI6 OWN ESTATES SENk.
SRAL CONGRESSMAN OBJECTED OWILSAID7THE EXAMPLE IS DANGEROUS.
WHAT HAPPENED IN THE
WEST INDIES AND HAITI
SHOULD HAVE TAUGHT
ALEXANDER A LESSON."

Na

HOPE SPRINGS ETERNAL

Keeping Your Family
The Right Size
By LIONTYNE HUNT

Dear Mrs. Hunt:
written to me directly, but
I know you always say the simply to "Planned Parent, pill is safe, but then I readi hood". However, I would like
in tbe paper that a doctorl to quote a little of it because
says be would not give them to it isn't often oatients take the
his own wife. Why do doctors time to write "thank you
themselves disagree about notes", and it sure warms
this?
our hurts down at the Center
MRS. P.A. when they lo.
"I just bcd to write and say
Dear Mrs. A.:
As a respected New York thank you wry much for treatgynecologist said lately in a ing me as a special patient
magazine article: "If we had and sending me to the hospitai
to wait for all doctors to agree, for cancer screening tests when
we wouldn't even be using my Pap smear test at your
aspirin. All doctors won't agree Center indicated further examination. I was scared and woron anything!"
ried and didn't want to go,
In a survey made by another but one of
your receptionists
national woman's magazine, talked
me into keeping the
85 per cent of gynecologists
The doctor at the
stated that they WOULD hospital
said
I do not have
recommend the pill for their cancer and
I am the happiest
own wives. This is actually a person
in the world to be able
I very high percentage, when
to
say
that.
you consider that many voted
against the pill may have done "I again want to thank
everyone at Planned Parentso for religious reasons.
Theh
following letter was not hood for the good care I was
- I given. Everyone treated me
like a patient and not just a
number."
How about you, Reade r?
Have you had a Pap test within the last year? If not, make
an appointment soon, either at
Planned Parenthood — phone:
728-5134 — or your private
doctor.
Dear Mrs. hunt:
Can you answer this? Why
does a boy go ahead and have
sex with a girl and maybe
By Marguerite Cartwright get her pregnant when he When I questioned him about i party involved.
But few of them use them.
knows all about birth control?
NATIONS, N.Y. My son Willie has just become it, he just said something about I say this because it is not What's the answer? Further
UNITED
(ANP) — For obvious rea- an "unwed father" and I can't'"not crying over split milk", unusual for a couple in love education in responsibleparentsons I followed with great understand it. I made sure but iI still wonder how he deliberately not to use contracould be so dumb. And the ceptives, on the grounds that to hood as well as sex and birth
interest the U.N. discussions he got the right answers to all girl, too, as far as that goes.) do so would be just too prehis
questions
control for young people is
about sex when
regarding the elimination of
he was younger and my hus- Now he says he is going to meditated. Most boys and most important. They must be
the
sexual
The
who
overstep
intolerance.
girls
religious
sole, band said he told him about to act like a man and take
taught, not only what birth conU.S. Negro delegate. Mrs. I condoms. Still, he went ahead responsibility for his actions. boundaries seem to feel the trol is, but that they have a
They
like
to
an
excuse.
need
of
He certainly would know betPatricia Harris. was selected r without using anything.
moral responsibility to make
to describe Washington's "deep marry this girl. How can he ter than you whether the baby,think they were just "swept use of it whenever, or if
emotion.
on
a
tide
of
away"
disappointment" over the So; know for sure the baby is his? is his or not. And Iwould bet
ever, sex relations take place
viet's "political invective in-1 What can I say to make him it is. From the little you havel You can't feel that way and outside of marriage.
contraception
at
for
plan
ahead
general
senses?
de-' come to his
told me, I believe these two
jected into the
What you should do right
bate."
Unwilling Grandma young people are very much the same time.
Dear (;randma:
Most teen-agers do know away is let your son know
in love with each other and
She expressed the hope that I would advise you to say when there is a relationship about the various methods' you approve of his decision to
•
the U.S. would examine the,,nothing!
marry, and then get acquaintIn fact, you should that close and meaningful, of birth control — where
draft convention "in an atmos-['be proud of your son's decision there usually has been no third ,get them — how to use them. ed with that new grandchild.
phere of calm and with seriousness of purpose out of a common desire to facilitate the
adoption of a convention on
WE RESERVE
' religious intolerance during
THE
RIGHT
the present session.-

Our Lady
Of Color
At The UN

EPORE THE
ENCH REVOLUTION OF r793,
NEGROES WERE
COMMON AS
FAVORITES IN THE HOMES OF ROYALTY AND
THE RICH. ZAMOR WAS THE Pk/CPI"! OF
MADAME DU BARRY, MISTRESS OF 1.0U1S17.
GREAT MEN SUCH AS VOLTAIRE,WHO WANTED
FAVORS, OFTEN HAD TO SEE ZAMOR FIRST.
V002(...E0780 GODalglagr WAS THE PiRST
NEGRO WAR CORRESPONDENT. HIS ACCOUNT OF
THE CAPTURE OP R
MONO APPEARED FIRST IN
NORTHERN %NITS DAWES. IN EUROPE HS WAS
RECEIVED BY RULERS OF ENGLAND,DENMARK
AND SWEDEN.
Seed $1 for 49-Page, 147 Illustrated FACTS ABOUT THE NEGRO (2.41
of a Series) to The Courier Book Club ... 262$ Centre Ave., Pittsburgh
Pa. 15219 Discousts oa bulk orders.

Charging the Soviet Union
with seeking "to turn the Third
Committee into a forum for
political vituperation and of
charges
outlandish
making
about the actions of other gov- 1
ernments in areas wholly unrelated to religious intoleSAN FRANCISCO — The Semitism," made public at otry against other groups, such ranee," she added that -even
American Jewish Committee the AMER ICAN JEWISH as Negroes.
more significantly they must
annual
Nacalled on social scientists to COMMITTEE's
that by building up hate
know
examine the roots of mass tional Executive Board — West- I The 40-page illustrated book- they are doing nothing to adpsychopathology as the next ern Regional Conference let, which summarizes the vance the day when religious
frontier in which to pursue meeting. The booklet also I theological, economic, sociolo- intolerance will be wiped off
the fight against anti-Semitism. suggests that the study of gical, political, and psycholo- the face of the earth."
which
has gical sources of anti-Semitism,
This new approach to the anti-Semitism.
The attractive lady delegate
understanding of anti-Jewish been called the world's "clas- points out after examining the
hostility was urged in a book- sic prejudice," can provide behavior of demagogues like has given several other good
let, "The Many Faces of Anti- insights useful in fighting big- Hitler that "even these in- licks at the Soviets. She pointed
sights into the psychology of out that their discussion of
virulent
prejudice
do
not Viet Nam, as an example of
supply all the answers con- religious discrimination, "was
cerning the pathology of anti- so totally baseless as to be
Semitism.
ridiculous." and claims about
i Not every anti-Semite is a the members of the U.S. cle' gy "scandalous, offensive and
rabid bigot or a practicing cynical
•
•
the
distortions
of
demagogue; some are mere , truth."
SPARTA. Wis. — An 18-year-1 dropping out of high school.
'fellow travelers. Science is
Freedom of religion was firmold McCoy Job Corps Center 1 He said when he quit school just beginning to investigate
embedded in the basic law
ly
school
"thought
there
was
no
high
he
who
left
graduate
what makes the bigot's fellow of the U.S. and the country
after his junior year has been chance of ever going to coltraveler act as he does.
-had therefore been able to
accepted as a student at Wis- lege."
make great strides in promotWhile at the McCoy Center
consin State Univerity — Eau
The authors of the booklet, ing understanding, tolerance
Claire for the second semster Wallace has been a member
of the Courtesy Patrol, a volun- Rose Feitelson and George and respect. Regarding antiof this academic year.
ter group whose members Salomon of the AJC's Publi- Semitism, in the view of her
18,
Douglas W. Wallace,
Nashville, Tenn., plans to study escort other corpsmen on liber- cations Service, add that peo- Human Rights, properly includbusiness administration. He ty, direct traffic and assit the ple in a group often have ed its reference.
center's Safety Patrol.
will enroll Jan. 20.
Of the Job Corps, he says, been known to condone and In the Draft convention it
Wallace came to the McCoy
"It's
what you put into it that join actions that they would "was without doubt the classic
Center Aug. 9 after being out counts."
never approve as individuals. example of religious intoleof high school six months. He
In Nazi Germany, for exam- rance. Arguments (to the conWallace
has
five
brothers
heard about Job Corps through and two
ple, "seemingly
responsible trary) were not persuasive
sisters.
He
will
receive
completa television show. He
and
were
trans- to those of us who have witfinancial
men
women
assistnace
for
his
ed McCoy's office machine college
education from govern- formed into a frenzied rabble, nessed the transition of antiservices course and graduated ment loan
funds.
ready to perpetrate, or ac- Semitism from a simple matprocessing
the data
from
quiesce
in, the most stagger- ter of prejudice into a final
courses Dec. 15.
ing atrocities."
solution for millions of Jews."
the
On Nov. 9 he passed
- General Educational Development Test administered at
Stevens Point State University.
His GED test scores and excelLe Moyne's swim team rereit —record as a corpsmen turns to the water this weekend
were prime factors in his ad- with engagements Friday at
SEE ME NOW FOR
mittance to Eau Claire State. Alabama State in Montgomery
Wallace says he joined the and at Tuskegee on Satprday.
ALL YOUR
Job Corps because he was
The Magicians Will be at
"very unsuccessful." He held
FURNITURE NEEDS.
three different jobs, all as a Fort Valley State in Georgia,
parking lot attendant, after Jan. 27.

'Many Faces Of Anti-Semitism'
Probes World's Classic Prejudice

Job Corpsman To Attend

College At Eau Claire

Alabama Dates
For Swim Team

OSCAR JONES
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Saw and were feted by such schoolmarm who flew in from
folks as Mary Agnes (Mrs.I the Motor City to travel with
Edward) Davis, Terry (Mrs. them.
Howard) Givens a friend from Nat Hall was home for the
U of D who also took us over holidays from Los Angeles,
to Canada where we visited Theodore
McLemore, from
the family of another college Mississippi Vocational College
chum, Elizabeth DeSlueld, who where he teaches and Dr.
came down to visit us long William McCray was home
ago. And much to our delight from Southern University.
we found Betty Anne down to It was a family gathering
visit her folks from the town for Orphelia and Dr. Jimmy
of Mt. Royal in Montreal Byas. Their son, James Spenwhere she's with the Canadian cer was here from Meharry,
it4:310
, ;
N
Bell Telephone company. And and their daughter and son-inthen we saw Melba and Dr. law Maye and Edwin "Skeets"
ERMA LEE LAWS
Quincy Johnson, who're niece Sanders drove down from Wesand nephew of Ethyl and Dr. leyan
both
they're
where
R. Q. Venson. Quincy is another students
And Tommy
7."God Grant Me the serenity Ideserted the homefront to spend one of our pals from St. A. as Kaye and Hebert Harrison
• to accept the things I can- Ithe season visiting our friends are Melba and Sister Mary were here from
Nashville
..
...not change, the courage to !Melba and Floyd Jones and Marcia.
where she teaches and he's a
change the things I can, Itheir kids. Floyd. Jr., a hand- Naturally we had to see and dental student at Meharry to
and the wisdom to know the some lad following in his talk with folks in the fourth visit her folks, Helen and
7: difference."
;father's footsteps and blowing estate Myrtle Gaskill and Karl'Torn Hayes and his folks the
SOUNDS OF THE SEASON 'a "sweet trumpet," Michele,Young who're with our sister'Herbert Harrisons in Grand
Publication, the ,Junction.
Wedding bells sounded ,and Candace and of course, our ;Sengstacke
gaturday for Mattie Taylor aunt and uncle, Eleanor and Michigan Chronicle. But then Gaiety and happiness was
and Louis Lee Little, and for Thomas Russell.
the open house party tossed ,also reigning in the home of
Mare Chaney and Herman While in the Motor City, by our hosts was just teeming Juanita and Johnny Arnold
McNeil. Both couples were wed which is really our second with interesting folks in their and their sister and brotherMR. And MRS. LARRY HERRING
at St. Thomas Catholic Church home, we had a ball, parties,;beautiful newly decorated Rus- in-law, Georgia and Andrew
DI separate ceremonies. The luncheons, where we consum- sell Woods home. Saw folks Dancy. The Arnold's daughter
Taylor-Little
reception
was,ed all sorts of delicious calories from Motown where Floyd,and son-in-law. Janet and Dr.
held at the Top Hat and Tails I which we're now regreting, and records and just everywhere. Lawrence Seymour were here
Clubhouse and the Chaney- renewing old friendships from Floyd also plays his golden I from Boston with their little
McNeil reception was on Whit- our days at the University of trumpet with the orchestra at ones Lauren and Eric Lawrence
the swank Elmwood. He was and with the Dancys there
Detroit.
more.
Julia Woodard and Juanita! The Joneses are former formely with Lionel Hamptonl were their daughter and sondad. and Ray Charles and traveled in-law, Anita and Dr. Charles
Brassel of Chicago were among,Memphians. M e I ba's
those who, feted Mary with;Joseph Freeman. who now lives around the world with the two Wallace from Beaumont. Texas A reception on Friday. Dec. Mrs. Ethel K. Cooper and Mrs.
towers, one gave a bathroom'in Gary. and Charlie Hooks famous bands and picked up'with their cute brood, Charlie, 22, honored Mr. and Mrs. Larry Bobbie K. Hentrel of Memphis.
are friends from way back. And that trumpet in Paris.
,Chrystal. Cheryl Vickie and W. Herring.
and the other a lingerie.
After a brief honeymoon, the
And with wedding talk. the speaking of the Hooks family, Was really a ball visiting'Andrew who helped the rest The couple was married a groom
will return for classes
all
we
the
new
fabulous
missed
of
places
the
on
the
family;
Frataces and few hours earlier
Christmas party
T. J. Johnsons celebrated their
in a private in Nashville.
sixtieth wedding anniversary Rev. Hooks' church, Mt. Mori both sides of the river. the Elm- Judge Ben Hooks, Lesie and ceremony at St. Jude Baptist;
but then'Judge Ben Hooks, Leslie and
rother Sunday and were enter- ah, had Christmas Eve, but wood, not new
church with only members of
tained by their daughters with hear tell. the Mrs. was most they always have a new touch,IDr. Andrew Dancy, Dr. and the immediate families
present
the
Monoa
Loa,
charming
the
St.
in
Rea black diamond
their Amber
and
Andrea,
a reception at Oates Manor.
The Rev. J. S. White. pastor
On
Christmas
night the mink coat. And then of course gis and Ponchartrain Hotels,;make merry.
Nlemphians passed the loving; we just had to see Michael the Playboy, the Celebrity Helen Bradford was home of the church, officiated.
cup to their favorite folk at:Hooks, quite a Lochinvar. who Room and other fabulous et and gave her folks. the William The bride is the former Miss
Bradfords and sister Marie a Phyllis Davis. daughter of Mr
9ates Manor
The AKAs: flew up just to escort one of ceteras.
T HE HOME first hand report on her stay and Mrs. William Davis of 1368
kicked up their heels in formal'his teenage friends to a dance. AND 0 N
Charles and in Austria this past summer.'Doris St.. Memphis.
gait at Club Paradise . . .The And with the Queen, Martha FRONT
F I e tcher deserted Dr. Marjorie Lee came from The groom is the son of Mrs
VIPs celebrated the holiday Jean. who has the town all turalia
season with a bash at the Rose- sewn up. has recently moved the homeside fireplace for North Carolina State and the The groom is the son of Mr.,
Wood
. .The
Sophisticates into a fabulous new home,the sunny climes of Florida Churches. Roberta and Miss Mona K. H. --Miles and the,
had a cocktail dance at the which is the last word in, where they were joined by Annette, were home for their late Mr. Cecil Herring, and the i
lieraton-Motor Inn . . And:furnishings . . . indoor rock their niece Toni Moore. Detroit Yuletide visit.
stepson of Robert .1. Miles of
Ettibye
Gadison
feted
Dot.gardens. a Spanish flair and
Batesville, Miss.
Yiestbrooks with a champagne!other good looking and eye
The Ramadan Inn at 3265 S.
appealing
touches
unch the last day of the
her
Bellevue was the setting for
pretty
Diane was home from
year at the Holiday-Riverbluff.
the reception held from 3 to 5
Dot will be off to teach in Western Michigan where she's1
p.m. with the bride's parents
a
freshman
and
Sandra andI
Quatemala sometimes during
1 as host.
Trinere
were in the Bluff City
this month.
The bride wore a short white I
:And Louise Davis was de-1 visiting their father Luther.
wedding gown of crepe and!
Itritcd over her Christmas, We just missed seeing our
crocheted lace. The empire
present . . . her very first: friend, Sister Mary Marci a,
as styled with a
bodice
standchild, Scott Allen Rowan:who is stationed at Our Lady;
neckline and
was
scooped
tarn to her daughter and son-in!of Victory School but had
sleeveless.
1
A
•
flown
to Memphis to visit her
law, Jana and George Rowan,
It featured a crepe skirt
ig Grand Rapids, Michigan.;family, Mr. and Mrs. Charles :
and a matching coat. In her
where Louise went to visit Marshall and sister Helen
hair, the bride wore a little
them.
fMrs. Priestley) Hoff and her 4
1 lace chapel cap with short
:,And speaking of Michigan, we)kids.
tiers of illusion.
Mrs. Herring is a graduate
of Hamilton High school and
received a bachelor of science
degree from Tennessee State
University in Nashville. She is
downtown • union ave. • southland mall
presently a third grade teacher
at Charjean Elementary school
in Memphis.
Mr. Herring was graduated
from the South Panola Trainfashion speciolisfs in sizes 18 to 60 and 161
/
2 to 321/
2
ing School at Batesville. Miss..
and was graduated with a
bachelor of science degree in
biology from Tennessee State
university. While there he served as a junior counselor, was
MR. And MRS. SAMMIE BRUCE
1 member of the Biology
dub and is a member of
Omega Psi Phi fraternity. He
is presently a student in the
Meharry School of Dentistry in
Nashville.
The groom is the nephew of
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Reception At Ramadan
Honors The Herrings

For that play girl who plans a winter vacatim 0the'
islands, here is a beach ensemble which makes heads tam.
There's more pow to it because its dazzling flower print.

By HOLLOWAY

MISSISSIPPI MUD!

NO

oft

Catherine's
after-Christmas Miss Olivia Butcher

Wed On Christmas Eve

DRESSES • KNITS
12
1 2 to 32/
sizes 18 to 52 and 16/

Sammie Bruce claimed Miss are Mr. and Mrs. William
Olivia Butcher as his bride Bruce of 1387 N. Decatur St.
at 3 o'clock Sunday, Decem- The bride wore a lovely
ber 24. in a beautiful cere- silver brocade A-line dress and
mony held in the home of her traditional illusion veil.
cousin Mr. and Mrs. Oliver Miss Mary E. Robinson was
maid of honor. The bridesmaid
Harris of 941 Alaska Street.
The bride is the neice of I was Miss Lillie P. Harris.
Mrs. Lillie Mae Wilkins of ; Rev. Brady Johnson, pastor
of Antioch Baptist church, offi1224 Capitol Ave.
bridegroom's parents ciated.
The
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WAREHOUSE SALE
Corner of Court aid

Experts Disagree

orig. 12.00
to 160.00
NOW
6.00 to 80.00

off

COATS • SWEATERS • PANTS
ROBES • BLOUSES • JUMPERS

12
1 2 to 24/
sizes 38 to 52 and 16/
NOW

4.99 to 99.99

Confused by the many rules adamantly believes that deterof decorating and the seeming mining the proper relation of
ly conflicting philosophies of physical forms and space to
the experts? Then take heart;one another is the logical first
from the knowledge that even step.
the professionals do not agree Opinions on decorating some-:
on starting points and the,times have been regarded as
methods to reach the final! inviolable rules. For instance,
goal.
it used to be an accepted fact
that blues and greens, though
The trade association of the they make up one of Nature':
nation's ceramic tile manufact- favorite color combinations,
urers says that some interior could not be used together.
designers steadfastly believe Also, combinations of patterns
that the place to begin in were felt to produce only
planning the decor of a room visual chaos. But such is the
or an entire home is with the beauty of interior decorating,
color scheme. Another school'says the Tile Council.

100% Human Hair
Wiglets

Mon Claire

14 North Main Street
Main (Downstairs) 527-3619

895
"Mini-Falls"
2995

It

Shortie Wigs

.

100%
HUMAN HAIR

orig. 7.00 to 125.00

14"

NEW

ti

3 Piece Bedroom Group-19"
STOUT SHOPPE
DOWNTOWN
UNION AY!.

•
•

64 SO MAIN
1112 UNION

WMITINAVEN • SOUTNLAND

No down payment, Just '5" per-month.
Other group '199-'299 '399-'499

Hand Made Wigs
Long Falls

E HONOR

MALL • 3•11-0064

STOKER FURNITURE DISCOUNT
1114 So. Bellevue

Ph. 948-1131

(HAIR LON)

"
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* COME ON DOWN*

FIRST NATIONAL

BANKAMERICARO

SEE US FOR EXPERT

114419me Atm

STYLING

• 1274436
• 274-2061

49"
350
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AKA's Present'Jewel Ball' In Club Paradise

A
BETA EPSILON OMEGA
chapter of Alpha Kappa Alpha sorority roses during

intermission of dance held
at Club Paradise on Wednesday night, Dec. 27. The

theme of the dance was
"The Jewel Ball," and
everything sparkled. About

500 persons were present
for the ball during the
holiday season. The dance

is an annual affair of the
chapter.

FIVE SORORS of the Beta From left are Sorors Johnetta recent graduate of the UniverEpsilon Omega chapter of Kelso, a life member; Wilhel- city of Tennessee School of
Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority mina Carter, dance chairman; Medicine, and Elma Mardis,
pause for a photograph during Velma Lois Jones, a regional basileus of chapter.
the dance at Club Paradise. director; Earline Houston, a

6
A SOLEMN
One of the
any affair
the Alpha

MOMENT —
high points in
sponsored by
Kappa Alpha

Sorority is the singing of
the organization's national
hymn, and here members
of Beta Epsilon Omega

chapter form a circle in
of
Club Paradise. Some
the 500 guests are 5een

seated at tables
background.
(Withers Photos)

in

the

•--

9
GUESTS,
OUT-OF-TOWN
who are members of the
Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority, are seen here with
the basileus of the local
chapter and a regional
director. From left are

Sorors Velma Lois Jones,
Elma
regional director;
Mardis, basileus; Lavada
Hobson, Baltimore, Md.;
Margaret Hubbard Strong,
Los Angeles, Calif.; Lor-

raine Grossin, New York
City, and Irma Clemons,
West Memphis, Ark. On
back row, from left, are
Sorors L. Hattye Yarbrough, Covington, Tenn.;

Maudie Edwards, Champaign, Ill.; Santa B. Johnson, Orlando, Fla.; Laura
S. Vault, Washington. D.C.,
and Lila Smith, Oak Ridge,
Tenn.

Regardless, the Decorated
Leg will emerge as the most
wanted guest at any holiday
gathering, according to the
National Association of Hosiery
Manufacturers.
All eyes will watch the grand
entrance made by the most
imaginative legs ever. Conversation will stop, admiring
and tights. You can buy hem glances will be exchanged
that way or go the do-it-your- and whispers will announce
self route by adding the extras the arrival of the Decorated
yourself.
Leg. It will be greeted with
attention, questions, envy and
general amazement that legs
could look so fantastic.

Party Legs Will Reach
Its Zenith During '68
The urge for self expression, vivre of party goers and hosteswill reach its zenith in holiday es alike, in spangles, glitter,
embroidery, discs and all kinds
stockings during 1968,
Legs will express the Jo' del of extras added to -stockings
-A"•-•

CLARK HEADS FOR STATE SEAT
Robert G. Clark and attoincy Marian Wright
stroll past a statue of the late Theodore
Bilbo in Jackson, Miss., state capitol where
Clark was sworn In to become the first
black man since Reconstruction days to be

seated in the state's House of Representatives. Bilbo, a U. S. Senator and governor
of Mississippi. was known :or his strong resistance to inlegration and his anti black
policies. (UPI -telephoto)

Try the Glitter Bit for an
extra dash of nightime drama.
Choose from the razzle dazzle
of 24-carat gold, sterling silver,
brilliant bronze or gun metal. Final Plans for the first of ens is expected to open for 1 A. W. Willis, member of the I Church Minimum Wage eviBut don't stop there. Accent several AME-FHA sponsored occupancy July 1. Pk6:11-";:iw Ca-ii. L..
--74.21aig the project; sion. (PHOTO BY CONTINZNthe shimmer with an extra housing units to be located above left to right; Project Dr. H. Ralph Jackson, A.M.E. TAL)
dimension of glitter via flash- at 2261 Alcy rd. Mesita Gard- director, F . J . D e cker;
ing mirrors, dangling discs
or a generous sprinkling of
rhinestones.
angles, diamonds — anywhere. a super drama
ect.
hand embroideries for the loveshoe.
Or concentrate the interest
on a pair of opaque tights for
ly lady look — or pretty
in a glittery motif of pearls If you're feeling a little instant decorating. When tired How about the right now flowers that run all over fishlook of nailheads for all the
and rhinestones. These can be frivolous, a bit mad and -ight
just peel them Sade young girls? Or why net stockings.
that
look,
of
off
placed strategically to set
in the holiday spirit, turn on
Whether your zodiac sign
a trim ankle at the %vier end with the brightly colored tights off and place them elsewhere. not geometric designs in thick
of the calf, to make your exits adorned with something gay Or invade your local stationery raised paint in hot neon colors reads gay, daring adventurer
or calm sophisticate, the lean,
unforgettable. Another idea is and decorative. To make it store for stick-on stars, circles,
to team up flowers and rhine- easy, a decal kit is ayailai)le etc. and create your own de- on dark or white tights. And lanky leg with decoration is for
stones on the tips of your for the leg artist. Slip the signs. Add a sprinkling of bow about the excitement of you — subtle glitter and emtoes, to be worn with the brightly colored decsIs — stars, five-and-ten-cent- store sew-on bold, multi-colored embroid- broideries for the pretty girl
prophetic open -toe sandal circles, hearts, flowers, tri- rhinestones or pailletes for eries? Another choice: delicate or bold designs just for kicks.
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ment, "He also stated that
"we must unleash the success-potential of the employed
and educated Negro's expectations" and in this way "take
over the revolution" within the
- When Chattanooga Riverside Lester Norman, Willie Gunn
confines of a revived concept
Teft town after dropping a oar- and James Paschall. James
of integration.
Abernathy,
the Cobras most
sow verdict to Bartlett there
Pointing to the recent elecconsiderable
Was
discussion prolific scorer with 19, workedl An intergroup expert today' tion of Carl Stokes Mayor of
*bout the Shelby Countians' mostly from the inside in th& told the
American
Jewish Cleveland as an example he
*umber one state ranking. first half but was deadly withi Committee's National Execu- said, that the middle class NeLast week Carver, a long 'leg- his one hand set shots from tive Board that the Negro mid- gro's life style must be within
ged outfit who had been down- the corner in the second half dle Jass, motivated by "rising reach of the Negro underclass.
ed by Woodstock a five time The Carver tight defense expectations" brought on by He said that Stokes' election
Riser, shattered the once proud was the difference despite unfulfilled promises, has trig- not only reassured hundreds
ranthers 6253 in the finals of giving up 21 points to Bartlett's gered the riots of recent of Middle class Negroes in
the annual Knights of Colum- Jimmy Conn. Bartlett was summers
rather
than
the Cleveland but also sparked the
Bus Tournainent at Memphis stymied almost on each oc- poor and uneducated Negroes. ambition of thousands of young
'tate before 3,100 howling fans. casion it tried to work the ball The group had gathered at the Negroes in the underclass.
Mr. Perlmutter said, from
Carver had defeated Bartlett inside to its big men. The Fairmont Hotel in San Franstudies of the riots, "it is, or
hie last time the two teams Cobras also came up with cisco for its annual meeting.
Nathan Perlmutter, Director should be apparent that the
/bet but that was a year ago numerous steals to break the
ID the Region Nine semifinals. backs of the losers. Carver was of the AJC's Department of match that ignites the infernos
elartlett was the KC winner never behind despite a close Domestic Affairs, said that of our summers is not among
t'S
nst year, defeating the Cobras 32-29 halftime margin. Carver "a meaningful segment of our the Negro poor or the Negro
the finals. The big surprise placed Abernathy, Brooks and society is in revolutionary fer- uneducated. Quite the contrary. ,
was the easy manner in which Gunn on the all-tourney team.
They are the tinder, as the
poor and the uneducated were
carver handled the Panthers, Bartlelt claimed three places edging
Lester 49-47.
specially the air tight defense with the spots going to Morris,
the Paris of 1789 and in the
in
Melrose, led by the sharp
Petrograde of 1917.
en Bartlett's tall inside duo of Conn, and
Turner. Morris shooting of Larry
Finch, Wal:2 Steve Turner and 6-5 Larry was c..,isen
Most Valuable ter Ayers and Neal Robinson,
Morris. The pair was neutraliz- Player oi the tourney. The beat
Washington and Manassas
ed by a tremendous defensive remainaer of the team includ- enroute to the
finals. Bartlett's
;ola turned in by James Aber- ed Overton's Johnny New- blasted
Covington and Lester
frathy and Marvin Brooks. The mann, Tommy Russell of Jack- to earn
its final berth. It was
Bartlett terrors had been the son, Tenn., Mike Vosburgh of the balanced
scoring which ST. LOUIS — (UPI) — Bill
main reason for the 14-0 record Whitehaven, Willie Diehl of carried the
Golden Wildcats Bridges, the rugged rebounding
Panthers
brought into the Central and Tommie Jones of to vicotry with Neal
the
Robinson forward of the St. Louis Hawks,1
contest against Carver. As it Father Bertrand. Overton won leading the
double figure pa- will be honored Jan. 25 at;'
turned out it was to be a third place with a 59-42 win rade with 21,
followed by Ayers the annual dinner of the St. , . •••
dtiserable evening for Morris over Central.
with 15, Finch 11, and Ronnie Louis Baseball writers for his
**
gnci Turner whose combined MELROSE, LEMOYNE WIN- Robinson 10. Barrett's got
achievements in 1967.
rebounds totaled a mere seven NER
hot hands from Leon Brown The writers announced Wedand less than 20 points were As expected the Melrose and Morrell Bolton who
acared nesday that Bridges would re
Scored by the two stringbeans. Golden Wildcats emerged vic- 18 each.
ceive the John E. Wray Award,
Carver chose to play slower torious in the LeMoyne Holiday Finch and Neal Robinson given for athletes in sports
than usual and the strategy Tournament, outclassing Bar- were named to the all-tourney other than baseball. Bridges DRAWING OF PROPOSED
paid off as the Cobras shot rett's Chapel for the third time team with Brown, Harold Gray will share the award with Jack HOUSING
— P c tured
the Bartlett zone to pieces with this season, 74-63. Manassas of Manassas and Harold John- Hartman, basketball coach to above is a photo of the
some fine outside shooting by copped the consolation prize by son of Lester.
Southern Illinois University.
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Negro Middle
Class Blamed
For Riots
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St. Louis Scribes
To Honor Bridges .
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architects rendition of the
rent supplement housing
sponsored by the AME

for the multi-unit dwelling
will be based upon the
salary of the residents.

Church. The
265 units
will be cottage-styled with
one to four bedrooms. Rent

Magicians Preparing
For Dillard's Visit

BIG STAR
Where You're
Always
Among Friends

QUALITY STAMPS
Mean Extra Saving
For You Always
When You Shop BIG STAR

BAKERY
PRODUCTS

FRESH
DAILY
AT
BIG STAR

Leek For Them
at BIG STAR

LeMoyne's
Magicians
are at
Tougaloo
in
Toicgaloo,
busy this week shaking holi- Miss., Jan. 11; at
Dillard,
memories from
day
their
Jan. 12; at Alabama A&M
minds and getting ready for
the Monday night (Jan. 8) in Normal, Jan. 15; at Knoxinvasion of Dillard University ville, Jan. 16 and at Clark,
from New Orleans. The game Jan. 18.
will be played in Bruce Ilall, LeMoyne is 2-1 in SIAC
competition, but 3-4 overall.
starting at 8.
conference
Jerry
J o h nson's LeMoy- In
play, the
nites will appear in three Magicians defeated Tuskegee,
more contests this month in 107'-98,
Fisk,
and
136-100.
Memphis, engaging Alabama Alabama
State
halted LeA&M Jan. 26, and Clark Moyne, 120-103, in another
College of Atlanta, Jan. 29, conference battle. All of the
both on the Bruce Hall floor, contests
were
played in
and tackling CBC in a cross- Bruce Hall.
town return melee, Jan. 2, LeMoyne defeated Rust of
at CBC.
Holly Springs here, 105-89,
LeMoyne is at Alabama but bowed to the Rusites,
this 120-111, on the Mississippi
State at Montgomery
Saturday night, Jan. 6.
campus. The Magicians were
After taking on Dillaid here crushed by Lincoln at JefferMonday, the Magicians go on son City, 145-96, and took
a long road trip. They'll be another licking from CBC, 109at Lane in Jackson, Jan. 9; 96

S- CLC's Abernathy To
Attend Peace Parley

'MISS LeMOYNE' OF 1968 — i daughter of Mr. and Mrs. ClifHere is a close-up of Miss Joy ford Miller of 933 Lenow. She
L. Miller, the new "Miss Le- will be official hostess at the
Moyne
College"
who
was college during the year and
crowned recently during a will be presented in Detroit
Coronation Ball held at the next June at a Cabarama
Rainbow Terrace. Miss Miller sponsored by the LeMoyn•
is a junior English major and Club in the Motor City.

ATLANTA, Ga., — Dr. Ralph I Street Baptist Church in AtD. Abernathy, vice president lanta, will be attending the
and Treasurer of the Southern Symposium at the request of
Christian Leadership Corifer- the I n ternational Seminars
ence, will embark on,a world- Sub-Committee of the National
wide mission for peace and Committee for Gandhi Cenwill serve as delegate to the tenary and the United States
International Inte r-religious Inter-religious Committee en
Symposium on Peace to be Peace.
held in New Delhi, India, Jan. Dr. Abernathy will be ac14-17; it was learned Tuesday. companied by his wife, JuaniDr. Abernathy, Dr. Martin ta Jones Abernathy. They will
Luther King's top associate, depart with other American
and pastor of the West Hunter delegates from Kennedy In-

ternational Airport in New
York Wednesday.
Dr. King, president of SCLC.
expressed
his "gratification
that my long-time associate
and our vice president-treasurer, Ralph Abernathy, has been
chosen for this very important
peace mission. No one is more
devoted than Dr. Abernathy
to the cause of peace through
nonviolence, or more capable
of interpreting it."

'Reconsider'
Dick Urges
Democrats

In a letter to President Johnson, Gregory said Chicago's r,
civil rights record "is among
the worst in the country."

White
Sandwich
Bread, 114-t.h.

Unless five demands to rectify existing conditions are met
by convention time, he said, „
"I personally will take to the
streets to lead non-vialent demonstration which wll make it „
possible for the Democratic
National Convention to be held in Chicago only over my dead ,
body."

White Open Top Bread 1%-lb. 22C
White Open Top Bread 1-lb. 15C
White Sandwich Bread 1 /
1 4-1.6. 23C

Gregory estimated he could
mobilize a minimum of 5,000
marchers for round-the-clock
demonstrations beginning as
early as May. The convention
begins Aug. 25.

FRESH DAILY AT BIG STAR

BIG
SAVINGS

Gregory, who Monday broke
a 40-day fast protesting the
Vietnam war, said his Chicago
demands included a stronger
fair housing ordinance; higher
pay for police and firemen;
appointment of a Negro to a
top police post, and lifting of
a court injunction against suburban demonstrations.

CT. Pkg.
HAMBURGER BUNS

Het Deg Buns 8's 25C
HAMBURGER BUNS 12's 21C

)

Entertainer and civil rights
activist Dick Gregory Tuesday
urged Democratic officials to
reconsider selection of Chicago as the site of the Demoratic National Convention, and
again threatened demonstrations to stymie the political*
:
parley.

BIG
SAYINGS

25

THREAT HOLDS

He said he would rather 5.pe
the convention in Atlanta, Ga
than in Chicago, •

DICK DARES DEMOCRATS
Dick Gregory, with his wife Lillian, during
a press conference Tuesday urged the Democratic party to reconsider the selection of
Chicago as the site of the 1968 Democratic
National Convention. Re-stating his position
sad the five demands presented to Mayor

Daley, Gregory, litho recently ended a 40 day
fast protesting the Vietnam war, said he
would "make it possible for the Democratic
National Convention to be held in Chicago
only over my dead body." (UPI Telephoto)

"There are towns in Alabama which have sincerely
tried harder to solve their
problems and deserve more
such a reward than does Chicago," Gregory said.
Gregory is also running a
write-in campaign as an independent candidate for President.
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UCLA, Music Association Admits
Houston Tenn. State As A Member
Hold
Top
Spots

NASHVILLE — Tennessee sity Music Department.
leading to a master of science
State University and the Uni- "This is another milestone in degree in music education.
versity of Tennessee have been the forward thrust of the uni- This action accredited both the
given full membership in the versity," says President W. S. undergraduate and graduate
National Association of Schools Davis. "We are exceedingly programs.
of Music (NASM), the associa- proud of our music department To gain full membership
in
tion announced.
and its members."
NASM, both schools had to
These two schools are the It is remembered that Dr. meet the organization's guidefirst state-supported institu- Edward C. Lewis, Jr., who lines in faculty training, course
tions in Tennessee to gain full this fall became Dean of Fac- offerings in both theory and
membership in the NASM since ulty at Alabama State College, applied music, and requirethe top music education rating was head of music at the uni- ments for all degree offering
body began granting member- versity when the school was programs.
ships in 1924.
readied, visited, and given Tennessee State's music de"This is like a life-long preliminary status by NASM. partment will move into a new
dream come true," said Frank In a separate announcement $880,000 building now under
T. Greer, director of Univer- NASM's graduate board grant- construction as a part of the
sity Bands and Acting Bead ed full accreditation to Tennes- Fine Arts Center planned at
;
—
of the Tennessee State Univer- see State's music program the university.
NEW YORK — (UPI) —
UCLA failed to receive unanimous top-ranking for the first
time in a month when upstart
Oklahoma City acquired one
first place vote to move into
top 10 along with cinderella
Columbia in the fifth weekly
196748 major college basketball ratings.
But the unbeaten Bruins
(8-,)), who have now received
every first place vote but two
in the six ballots taken of
United Press International's
35-member board of coaches
this season, were still able to
lengthen their margin over
perennial runner-up Houston
(13-0) as the Cougars collected
305 points, nine less than a
week ago.
UCLA, which for the last
three weeks had rung up perfect scores of 360, dipped to
348 after being named third
on one ballot despite stretching its winning streak last
week to 42 straight-,-the longest in the nation.

ENGLISH FACULTY ADDITIONS
In keeping with efforts to reduce teaching
loads at the university, Tennessee State added six to its English faculty this year. They
are from left, Samuel J. Harper of Atlanta,
Ga., a graduate of Atlanta University; Miss
Dorothy M. Perkins, Nashville, Tennessee
State; Miss June Crawford, Bogalusa, La.,

George Peabody College; Miss Hazel Cothran, Nashville, Tennessee State and Fisk;
Miss Asolean Springfield, Brownsville, Tennessee State; and Miss Mamie Hughes, Norfolk, Va., Columbia University. (Joe Zinn
Photo)

SIX HOMES DESTROYED
. . . The fire that destroyed six homes in the
Walker Homes area, was
discovered by Miss Clara

In the balloting based on
games played through Dec. 30,
Vanderbilt and North Carolina
followed the two leaders as the
first four remained stationary.
But the next six positions contained major shakeups with
Kentucky moving up to fifth,
and Utah _soaring up from 13th
to tie Tennessee for sixth. Oklahoma City, Columbia, and
Davidson rounded out the top
10.

Pool who according to the
Sheriff's office, was burning trash in her backyard
when she noticed fire coming from the duplex next

EAST 5014 POPLAR (At Men.den null)
MIDTOWN -1620 MADISON
DUNCAN HINES
BALLARD OR
PILLSBURY

Neither Oklahoma City nor
Columbia bad ever before been
ranked anywhere in the top
20 this season, nor had either
ever received as many as five
points in the balloting.

BISCUITS

But the Chiefs )8-0) receivedl
54 points, good for eighth place
after winning the All-College
tournament title and the Lions
(7-3) found themselves only
two points farther back after
their incredible victory in the
country's headline Christmas
tourney, the ECAC Holiday
Festival, to take the crown
Columbia had to knock off
Louisville, ranked No. 12 last
week, and St. John's, pre- TOYS, FRUIT AND GOODIES
— This Christmas the Junior
viously ranked No. 9.
Mallory Knights paid a visit
Davidson (8-2) moved up a to Children's Hospital to disnotch to 10th despite suffering tribute toys, fruit and goodies.
its second loss of the season
to Vanderbilt, 80-67 in the finals
of the Sugar Bowl tournament.

LIBBY'S

4

TEAM
1. UCLA (34) (8-0)

POINTS
348

2. HOUSTON (19-C

305

3. VANDERBILT (9-1)

244

4. NO. CAROLINA (7-1)

236

5. KENTUCKY (7-1)

145

I. (TIE) TENNESSEE (6-1) 67
67

7. UTAH (10-1)-

8. OKLAHOMA CITY (1) (8-0)

ALASKA PINK

Pictured above from (I to r) ger, Lauretta Vanderbilt,--presiare Deborah Coleman, Sharon dent and Gloria Vanderbilt. Not
Thompson, Mr. Charlie E. pictured is Mr. Harry Strong,
Neal, assistant business mana- Director.

Besides
Vanderbilt, Oklahoma City and Columbia, three
more of the top 10 took holiday titles. UCLA easily defended its Los Angeles Classic
Crown, Houston won the Rainbow Classic and North Carolina captured the Far West
Classic title.

Tennessee (6-1), playing in
the Los Angeles Classic, and
Utah (10-1), participating in
the Far West Classic, both
suffered their first losses of
the season. But the Redskins
were able to leap seven places
and tie the Vols' 67-point total
as Tennessee received 63 points
less ,than a week ago.

SALMON
CRISCO

PARAMONT

VEG. OIL

ANDREWS 0105
-PRICE BUSTERS
COME IN TODAY - ASK ONE OF OUR COURTEOUS SALESMEN TO
SHOW YOU ONE OF THE CLEANEST CARS IN TOWN - MOST OF
THE MANY TO CHOOSE FROM ARE STILL IN WARRANTY

24 oz.

TAMALES
15oz,

45°

SWIFT'S

BEEF STEW
Big 24 oz. 39°

LIGHT MEAT CHUNK

Can
DELSEY
IIATIIROOM

THESE COURTEOUS SALESMEN
HAVE SATISFIED OVER 10,000 CUSTOMERS EACH
—IN SALES and SERVICE—
•"NICK" BONNETTE
•J. P.(JAY) GUIDI

•BOB TABOR
•R. D. WILLIAMS

(7-)

52

10. DAVIDSON (8-3)

48

COLUMBIA

SECOND 10: U. ST. John's
40; 12. Duke 39; 13. Wyoming
38; 14. Indiana X; 13. (TIE)
Louisville and New Mexico 23;
7. St. Bonaventure 19; 18. Tulsa 18; U. Temple 16; 20. Western Kentucky 13.
Others receiving five or more
points in order of their totals,:
Cincinnati, Kansas, California
Boston College, LaSalle; NOW
Mexico State, North Carolina
State, and Florida,

25

JELL°

STRAWBERRY, RASPBERRY, CHERRY
LEMON OR LIME

LUCKY STRIKE

ROLL
PKG

WITH COUPON

With coupon end $5.00 edditionel purchese, exci
solve of coupon merchandise (fresh milk products an
'oboes° also excluded in canspilenc• with state law).
One coupon par family. Coupon expires Wednesday, Neon,
Jem, 10. Anti-freirs• else excluded In c•upon poilemprien. •

FRED

54
9.

area because according to
Fire Chief Eddie Hamilton "wasn't out of hand."
(Photo By Continental) _

MEMPHIS. LARGEST FO‘:..)0 :310RE

In the second 10 were: St.
John's; Duke, Wyoming; Indiana; Louisville and New
Irtexico (tied for 15th); St.
Bonaventure; Tulsa; Temple:
and Western Kentucky.

Fifth-ranked Kentucky's (7-1)
only action last week was a
victory over highly regarded
Notre Dame, enabling the Wildcats to jump two notches to
fifth as previously fifth-ranked
Indiana lost twice in the AllSports tournament and fell
nine places.

door, but did not know
which unit was burning.
The city fire department
remained on stand-by but
did not come into the

OVER 50 CLEAN USED CARS TO CHOOSE FROM - COME IN
TODAY AND - MAKE YOUR SELECTION AT YOUR N.. 1 OLDSMOBILE DEALER

ANDREWS

FRED MONTESI

PEANUT BUTTER

morlitH

KNIFE & FORK
CUT YAMS, CUT GREEN BEANS
OR PURPLE HULL PEAS

OLDSMOBILE

850 POPLAR • PHONE 527 55:31

14 oz. Can

1
•

P•po 12
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New Postage Rates Go
Into Effect Jan. 7
Increased
rates
for
all
classes of mail except parcel
post and international mail
will go into effect January 7,
Acting Postmaster Lydel Sims
said today.

ing between one and five
pounds will change at halfpound intervals rather than
one pound intervals.

Mr. Sims said that the
new rate structure will mean
"Even sith the new rates a reduction of postage On
of six cents for first-class some parcels.
and 10 cents for air mail,
postal service is still a real Another rate change that
bargain," Mr. Sims stated. will affect the general public
"For six cents you can send a is the increase from four
letter to any of the 50 states to six cents for the first two
to any United States territory ounces of individual pieces
third-class
or possession, to Canada or of
mail.
After
Mexico, or to an American January 7, the minimum rate
serviceman
s t ationed
any- for unsealed greeting cards
up to two ounces will be
where in the world."
six cents.
Mr. Sims pointed out that
the new rate for post cards Mr. Sims noted that effecwill be five cents and for tive January 7 special handlair mail post cards eight ing will be available on thirdclass parcels weighing between
cents.
eight and sixteen ounces. SpeHe said the added cent in cial handling has not been
the letter rate is a 20 per available on this type mail
cent increase compared to a since 1958, when packages
24 per cent boost in the weighing between eight and
rates for mailing newspapers sixteen ounces were transand magazines and a 34 per ferred from fourth to thirdHART STARR, Green Bay Packers quarterback, who
cent
hike
for
advertising class mail.
piloted the Packers to a 21•17 win over the Dallas Cowboys
circulars, "occupant"
mail,
and other material in the There will be no changes
for the National Football title, holds still for the makeup
in the charges for special
lird-class category,
man prior to television show in New York. Getting in some
JAYCEES FILL STOCKdelivery,
s p ecial
handling,
friendly advice is quarterback Daryle Lamonica (rear),
The new rate of six cents registered mail, certified mail,
INGS — Members of the
aer ounce for first-class mail cash on delivery or insurance,
who led the Oakland Raiders to a 40-7 rout of the Houston
Bluff City Jaycees helped
ipplies up to 13 ounces and the
Oilers in the American Football League championship confill bags with food and toys
acting
postmaster rehe new rate of 10 cents ported.
for delivery to needy famitest. The two champions will meet in the second annual
ier ounce for air mail applies
lies
on Christmas Day, and
Super
Bowl
in
Miami
Jan.
14.
(UPI)
to 7 ounces. Under the new "We have an ample supply
-ate structure all first-class of one-cent stamps on hand,"
nail over 13 ounces and all Mr. Sims said, "for those
lated his points on 28 goals
jr mail over 7 ounces will people
who have five-cent
and 15 assists while Mikita
stamps
- /e
merged into a single
and need one-cent
has 21 goals and 22 assists.
ategory.
stamps to make up the post-1
There's also a traffic jam
age required under the new
for the runnerup spot with
These
heavier
pieces
of rates."
Johnny Bucyk and Fred Stanrst-class a n d
air
mail
field of the Boston Bruins tied
ubjects to the single rate! Higher rates also will go
chedule
with 39 points each. Next in
will be delivered !into effect January 7 for all
y the fastest available meanslcategories
o f s e cond-class
line was Boston's John Mcmail, bulk rate third-class
f transportation.
Kenzie with 38 and Bruin Phil
A flat rate of 80 cents will mail,
controlled
circulation
Esposito with 35.
e charged for all
mail in mail, and the educational Teammates Bobby Hull and V goes to the top scorer at the
Hull
and Mikita also are
us category up to one pound. materials category of fourth- Stan Mikita of the B1 a ck midway point of the season,
battling
for all or part of a
or all mail weighing more class
mail.
Hawks
held
a
Mailers
stranglehold
on
League
using
statistics compiled
Ian one pound, the present these classes who need infor- the National Hockey League by the commissioner's office $750 bonus that goes to the
r parcel post rates will -illation on the new rates scoring leadership Tuesday in showed Hull and Mikita tied leader and runnerup at the
mtinue to apply, except that should contact the local post addition to having their hands for the scoring lead with 43 midway point of the campaign.
le postage on matter weigh- office. Mr. Sims said,
on a $750 bonus purse that, points each. Hull has accumuThe player with the most
goals gets $500 and the scoring
runnerup will pocket $250.

VO

A
The
held
Churc
all

funds for the charitable
work were raised during
the organization's annual
dance. Members expressed
their appreciation to persons
who attended the

dance, and added: "Without you, our Christmas project could not have been a
here,
Standing
success.
from left, are Robert Owens

NEAR $750 BONUS PURSE

H

Mikita Top
Point Race

Why Not Give Gifts of Quality
ofiNjur _it COLOR 'TV/BLACK & WHITE TV/STEREO
.from ACE APPLIANCE CO.

NO MONEY DOWN!FIRST PAYMENT

SCORING LEADERS:

IWO/

CONSOLE TV

./.1ANDCRAFTEL1.7

•
• 22,000 Volts of Picture Tamer
„„ine Tuo'n
• UHF ond VHF Spoflife Dials

Sii

• 'C000rily.Plut" Quality Cernpon•rits
• Exclusive Automatic tyringe•tock" Circuit
• 3-Slag• IF Amplifier

DER SCREEN

12"PORTABLE TV

$22995

cistnd 5 %sone Vivien
and Stitt Itsrdented SollOS

ALL NEW
79 SG. IN.

Model T2424

PTS.
A
28 15 43
Hull. Chicago
21 22 43
1 Mikita, Chicago
20 19 39
, Bucyk, Boston
13 25 38
McKenzie, Boston
16 19 35
Esposito, Boston
Wharram, Chicago 13 20 33
19 13 32
Walton, Toronto
16 32
16
Howe, Detroit
Ratelle, New York 10 22 32
G

IN MARCH '68
BIG 22"

Gump Worsley of Toronto
gained his fourth shutout of
the season last week to take
over the lead in that department and Boston defenseman
Don Awrey continued to lead
in penalties with 95 minutes.

PATRONIZE
TRI-STATE
DEFENDER

rut'. RECTANGULAR
SCREEN

Classified Ad

ALL NEW 1968
O
!
lt

PRESTIGE

BIG SCREEN 1,7PORTABLE TY
so

The Slim Una series.
zef
rv
ug
sl-Nt.
rn
A _gb

po,T.

„,c..ari.4

$

'899
'

if,

95

Phone
for
QUICK
Delivery!

-

tone color cab-net
lop carry handle.
2124

Zenith
GIANT
23 in.

ALL NEW
1968

Rectangular
COLOR

0/1771
WITH FM/AM/STERFO FM RADIO

'49888
Diagonal 295 sq. in. picture

niemonstspxyhatvo#

The ECKHART • V1120W
Sand Slate Amplifier with outstanding Peak Me*
Somer. olusSnFd State FM 'AM/
Stereo I le Ft ado Center Olt lid
w,th record storage.

FEATURES THE BEST IN COLOR TV PERFORMANCE
SUNSHINE' COLOR TV
PATENTED COLOR
DEMODULATOR CIRCUITRY PICTURE TUBE
Extracts color from the incorn- for greater picture brightness
ing signal with peak precision with redder reds, brighter
for unsurpassed, true-to-life greens and more brilliant
blues
color hues.
IOW.
Service Everything We Soli"

HANDCRAFTED
COLOR TV CHASSIS
Handwired with no printed
circuits and no production
shortcuts for the utmost in
dependability.

29t2 'VALUE
STEREO RECORD
PACKAGE
meioreenhi raptly
WIN Immo

199"

ACEAPPL1ANCE Co.
EAST
3131

sonimor

Phone 374-4406

1

WHITEHAVEN

FRAYSER

I

LAMAR

I

4255 Hwy. Si so.

31111 Thanes(hoy.SI N.)

2574 leaner

Plume 31111•43115

noose 324-6116

RALEIGH AREA
rAree bedrooms, wall to wall carpets.
one and a half bath, garage, fence in
yard. all electric. For details call,
Hill 388-1148 or go buy
Mrs. C
3888 Plymouth.

HEY NEIGHBOR!
Is the news of your
club, your church, your
school, your civic group
showing up in your
newspaper?
If it isn't, there's
something you should
do about it. Appoint a
public relations chairman. Have that person
call Tri State Defender,
JA 6-8397.
We'll explain how
your news should be
prepared, how it should
be sent in.
NOTICE!

ALL 4 Stores
Open stil

Phone 396-0995

8

CONVENIENT
LOCATIONS
rotas till sou

.IT PRUMNIOAl
95,1C I

PEST
EXTERMINATING CO:
TERMITES-ROACHES
WATER BUGS-RATS
Mused and ilseded
CALL US BEFORE YOU AU
EAUSARRASSED

"WE KILL TO un"

CALL

O.Z. EVERS
FOR FREE ESTIMATES
PH. FA 7-0033

NOTICE

each night,

BARGAINS IN UNREDEEMED PLEDGES
SUITS • O'COATS • SNOT GUNS • LUGGAGE.
AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS,

1

MONEY LOANED
ON ALL ARTICLES OF VALUE
176 11170 DIAL STREET /A 6-5300

LOAN OFFICE_
EPSTEIN
1112.164.111 SEALE ST.
MONEY TO LOAN
ON ANY ARTICLE OF VALUE
NO LOAN TOO LARGE
NO LOAN TOO SMALL
Unredeemed Pledges On Sale
ALL LOANS CONFIDENTIAL IA 6-14S0

NEWSBOYS

Would you like to have the Tri-State Defender delivered
to your door weekly? YOU CAN EARN CASH FOR THOSE
_
SCHOOL ITEMS
Fill io the order blank today, sod start the Defender coming to yen weekly.
YOUR NAME

Mother's name

Address

lumber of papers wanted weekly...L.
Phone number
Mail to: TRI-STATE DEFENDER 236 South Wellington Street Memphis, Tenasee

THE TRI-STATE DEFENDER NEWSSTAND DIRECTORY
The Tri-State Defender Goes ON Sale Each Thursday At The Following Locations:
ALEXANDER SUNDRY
387 Leath
ALVALE CASH GROCERY
862 Wellington

THE NYLAND S-2141

L

CASH?
CITY FINANCE
MORE

THAWS
LOAN UFFICE

HOME FOR SALE

Late Model Kenmore Washer. Excellent condition. 3 cycle. All enamel.
itta-1114
560.00

SOLID—STATE STEREO

TV

NEIGHBORHOOD

845 NORTH TREZVTNT
Very attractive three bedrooms, two
baths, extra large living room, full
kitchen,
dInIng room, all electric
symmetrical imported cabinets. enormous den with an accouter bar, and
a large landscape lawn.

CAN YOU USE

Freeman Lester, director
public relations; Nesbitt
Blanchard, Lawrence Mason,
Ernest Owens and Otis
Lightfoot, President.

If you're not getting
your fair share of coverage, that's a situation
we can help you correct.
Deadline for all news 5
p.m. Sunday.

527-8150
BUNGALOW SUNDRY
3092 Chelsea
BAILEY'S DRUG STORE
2547 Brood A V•110111
BELL'S SUNDRY
943 Lauderdale
526.9940
Frans Delivery Opine 7 Days
9
12 Dan.
COLLEGE ST.SUNDRY
1140 College
CENTRAL PRESCRIPTION
SHOP
550 Vance
EWING ESSO SERVICE
STATION
867 Mississippi
FORD ROAD omvs.nii
31 99 Ford Rood
GEORGE WALKER'S NEWS
11 01 Firestone
GOLDEN'S SUNDRY
2533 Park Ave.
324-9322
GOSS PHARMACY
448 Walker Avenue
HAWKINS GRILL
1247 E. Me Lemore
.I. B.SUNDRY
615 Vance Avenue
JEL DRIVE-PI GROCERY
1560 S. Parkway E.
JEFFERSON GROCERY
4791 Horn Lake Rd.
JIFFY SUNDRY
2509 Pork Avenue
4524101
*Speedy Delivery
PARK KW/CK DRIVE INN GPO.
2268 Park Ave.
BELLE VUE 7/11 DRIVE INN CRC.
1604 S. Believes,
SUNDRY
2119 Chelsea Ave.
PEARSON GRo.
'3540 Weaver Rd.

KAUFFMAN DRIVE.IN
GROCERY
1297 Lauderdale
KLONDYKE FOOD
CENTER
1287 Vollentine
276.9509
Fresh Meats & Veg.
ELONDYICE SUNDRY
1293 Vollentine
272-3112
Foy* Delivery
L & H SUNDRY
142 Silverege
MoGOWEN SUNDRY
349 Vence
MAGNOLIA SUNDRY
2037 Boyle Avenue
MODEL LAUNDRY
204 W. Brooks
NEWS MART
Magazines & Newspapers
All Out of Town News.
Pore's
10 N. Mole
526.9648
ORIOLE DRUG
1 014 Mississippi
942-1712
Pres. & Dot. Service
POST OFFICE
BEALE BRANCH
PANTAZE DRUG e2
209 Beale
PROSPECT RE XALL
2243 S. Bellevue Blvd.
ROYAL SUNDRY
2495 Comes
ROSEWOOD PHARMACY
1918 Lauderdale
ROSE LYNN SUNDRY
429 S. Orleans
SANDERS DRUG CO.
565 S. Parkway E.
9484531

RUSSELL REXALL DRUG
2445 Choked
SILVER STAR
DRIVE-IN GROCERY
178W. Mitchell Rd.
SUBURBAN DRUG
752 E. McLemorri
948.4576
Pros. & Del. Service
SUAREZ PHARMACY
1046 Thomas
525.8811 - 526.9727
Prescriptions & Drugs
STROZIER DRUGS
2192 Chelsea
276.2588
Pres. & Del. Service
SMITH SUNDRY
1447 Florida
SMITH'S TEXACO
SERVICE STATION
337 Mitchell Rood
TRIGG AVE. SUNDRY
455 E. Trigg
TRIPLE A SUNDRY
303 Vance
VIC'S SUNDRIES
3013 Johnson Avenue
WELLINGTON SUNDRY
WADLINGTON
251 E. McLomore
WARES SUPERMARKET
226 W. Brooks Rood
WORLD NEWS CO.
Newspapers & Magazines
From All Towns
115 Monroe Avenue
526.9920
LEMON SUNDRY
2086 Chelsia
LINCOLN SUNDRY
652 Richmond
WELLINGTON ST. SUNDRY
918 S. Wellington
PRESCOTT DRUGS
S. Bellevue &Gill
LITTLE LITE SUNDRY
1649 Lothar,

GENERAL DRUGS
281 W. Mitchell
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